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Abstract
We investigate techniques based on van Oostrom’s decreasing di-
agrams that reduce confluence proofs to the checking of critical
pairs in the absence of termination properties, which are useful in
dependent type calculi to prove confluence on untyped terms. These
techniques are applied to a complex example taken from practice: a
faithful encoding in an extension of LF with rewrite rules on objects
and types, of the calculus of constructions with a cumulative hier-
archy of predicative universes above Prop. The rules may be first-
order or higher-order, plain or modulo, non-linear on the right or
on the left. Variables which occur non-linearly in lefthand sides of
rules or in equations must take their values in confined types: in our
example, the natural numbers. The first-order rules are assumed to
be terminating and confluent modulo some theory: in our example,
associativity, commutativity and identity. Critical pairs involving
higher-order rules must satisfy van Oostrom’s decreasing diagram
condition with respect to their indexes taken as labels. Our use of
decreasing diagrams yields a modular proof of confluence on open
terms. Our encoding of the hierarchy of universes was obtained by
using the MAUDE completion tool twisted to fit our needs. The ob-
tained set of rules exploits all the sophistication of our confluence
theorem.

1. Introduction
The two essential properties of a type theory, consistency and
decidability of type checking, follow from three simpler ones: type
preservation, strong normalization and confluence. In dependent
type theories however, confluence and type preservation are needed
to build strong normalization models; confluence is needed to show
preservation of product types by rewriting, an essential ingredient
of the type preservation proof; type preservation is needed to show
that derivations issued from well-typed expressions are well-typed,
an essential ingredient of the confluence proof. One can break this
circularity in two ways : by proving all properties together within
a single induction [13]; or by proving confluence on untyped terms
first, and then successively type preservation, confluence on typed
terms, and strong normalization. The latter way is developed here.

The confluence problem is indeed crucial for type theories al-
lowing for user-defined computations such as in Dedukti [5] and
now Agda [24]. Current techniques for showing confluence by us-
ing van Oostrom theorem for higher-order rewrite systems [29] are
restricted to type theories in which the rules are left-linear, have
development closed critical pairs, and do not build associativity
and commutativity into pattern matching. But allowing for non-left-
linear rules or for non-trivial critical pairs, and computing over non-
free data structures whether first-order like sets or higher-order like
abstract syntax, is out of scope of current techniques. Such compu-
tations are however present in Dedukti, whose main ambition is to
serve as a common language for representing proof objects origi-
nating from different proof systems. Encoding these proof systems
makes heavy use of the rewriting capabilities of λΠMod, the for-
mal system on which Dedukti is based [4, 12].

In Section 6, we describe a rewrite-based encoding in λΠMod
of the Calculus of Constructions with Cumulative Universes CCU∞⊆ ,
which uses Nipkow’s higher-order rewriting, non-left-linear rules,
and associativity and commutativity. CCU∞⊆ is a generalization of
the calculus of constructions with an infinite hierarchy of pred-
icative universes above the impredicative universe Prop. Together
with inductive types, it forms the core of the Calculus of Induc-
tive Constructions as is implemented in the proof system Coq.
Encoding inductive types in the style of Blanqui [7] is relatively
simple [9], we only allude to it here. The major difficulty when
encoding CCU∞⊆ is the treatment of universe cumulativity, which
needs to be rendered explicit. Existing encodings of universe cu-
mulativity in λΠMod have limitations. In [2], the infinite universe
hierarchy is encoded by a set of function symbols indexed exter-
nally, hence infinite. The rewrite based attempt in [3] is confluent
on ground terms only, restricting its use to encode type systems,
like Matita, which do not include universe polymorphism. Our
encoding is confluent on terms with variables, hence can support
Coq’s universe polymorphism.

Our major contribution is developed in Section 5: a result re-
ducing the Church-Rosser property of a λΠMod theory on untyped
terms to typed critical pair computations, which goes far beyond the
most advanced available technique based on development closed
critical pairs [27], which cannot handle our example. This result is
applied to the previous encoding in Section 6. It can be used more
generally to show confluence of dependent type theories like those
definable in Dedukti.

The main technical tool we use, recalled in Section 4, is van
Oostrom’s decreasing diagrams for labelled relations, which per-
mit to prove confluence of rewrite systems that verify a kind of lo-
cal confluence property called decreasing diagram [28]: local peaks
need to be joinable by rewrites whose labels are smaller, in some
well-founded sense, than those of the local peak. This technique
provides a modular analysis of local peaks by reflecting the var-
ious components of a rewrite system in the labels. In the case of
λΠMod, we classify the rules and equations in three categories:
the functional ones inherited from the λ-calculus; a set of user-
defined first-order rules and equations forming a Church-Rosser,
terminating, normal rewrite system [17]; and a set of user-defined
higher-order rules whose left-hand sides are patterns [22]. Our def-
inition of higher-order rewriting on untyped terms adapts Nipkow’s
definition given for typed terms by replacing β-normalization with
Miller’s β0-normalization [22], which, unlike β, is terminating on
untyped terms. Some β-steps that are implicit in Nipkow’s must
therefore become explicit in our setting.

Obtaining Church-Rosser calculi by putting together different
confluent systems is known to be difficult in presence of non-left-
linear rules [1]. Further, confluence of arbitrary non-left-linear rules
is never preserved in presence of a fixpoint combinator [19], which
can itself be encoded in the pure lambda calculus. To eliminate
this difficulty, variables having multiple occurrences in lefthand
sides of user’s rules are guaranteed to operate on homogenous al-
gebraic terms by a syntactic assumption, confinement: by ensuring



that no redexes other than first-order ones may occur below a non-
linear variable of a rule, confinement eliminates heterogeneous lo-
cal peaks that would not have decreasing diagrams otherwise, like
those occurring in Klop’s fixpoint combinator example. Confine-
ment appears therefore to be a crucial original concept, which is
built directly in the type system of λΠMod.

Because of right non-linearities of the user’s rules, and be-
cause β-rewriting may stack redexes that were previously disjoint,
we analyze in Section 3 the local peaks of the relation union
of first-order rewriting, β-rewriting at a set of parallel positions,
and higher-order rewriting at a set of orthogonal positions. A re-
lated relation, multi-step rewriting, that extends Tait and Martin-
Löf’s definition of parallel reductions initially designed for the
λ-calculus [6], is used by van Oostrom for, in particular, analyz-
ing confluence in first-order orthogonal systems via permutation
equivalence [27]. Both relations use labelling techniques for de-
scribing how the relation can be seen as a succession of elementary
steps. Unlike van Oostrom’s, our labelling technique is external to
the terms involved in the rewriting step, hence makes orthogonal
rewriting a ternary relation. It is original in the way it allows to
naturally factor out an overlapping peak into a critical peak and
further reductions taking place inside the associated substitution.

Using the rewrite category as the first label component of a
rewrite is the basic technique used for analyzing heterogeneous
local peaks, whose two steps use rules of different categories.
The label’s second component is used to solve homogeneous local
peaks, whose two steps use rules of a same category implying that
their labels’ first components are identical. Those between first-
order rewrites are closed because we assume their confluence and
so are those between two parallel functional rewrites because they
are known to be confluent. In the first case, the label’s second
component is the term to be rewritten compared in the associated
termination order. In the second, it is a natural number provided
by the completeness theorem for decreasing diagrams [18, 28].
Closing local ancestor peaks for higher-order orthogonal rewrites is
built in the definition of orthogonal rewriting. Closing overlapping
peaks involves higher-order critical pairs. Because of our definition
of orthogonal reductions, overlaps may be horizontal, at parallel
positions, but also vertical, at nested positions. Finally, the critical
peak lemma enables as usual the lifting of decreasing diagrams
from critical pairs to critical peaks of the orthogonal rewriting
relation.

Despite its complexity, this paper is essentially self-contained.

2. λΠMod
Terms. Let Σ be a set of symbols equipped with a fixed arity,
called the user’s signature. As usual, symbols of arity 0 are called
constants. This signature is partitioned into three sets, namely Σ

def
=

Σfo ] Σcd ] Σho, whose elements are called algebraic symbols,
confined algebraic symbols, and higher-order algebraic symbols.
Let X , Y be two additional disjoint sets sharing no symbol with Σ,
whose elements are called variables and confined variables.

We consider the language defined by the grammar

A
def
= C,M

C
def
= y | g(C)

M,N
def
= x | f(A) | λx : M.N |M N | Πx : M.N | Πy : C.A

with f ∈ Σfo ∪ Σho, g ∈ Σcd, x ∈ X , y ∈ Y
Our grammar defines two sorts: expressions originating from the
non-terminal C are called confined terms or terms of sort confined,
those originating from the non-terminal M are called non-confined
terms or terms of sort non-confined, and those in A, their union,
just terms.

We use |_| for the size of a term, or a finite set, or of a list.

The head of a term is its outermost symbol. Terms of the form
λx : M.N are abstractions. Terms of the form Πx : M.N or
Πy : C.A are products. Terms of the form (M N) are appli-
cations. Application associates to the right: we write (u v) for
(. . . (u v1) . . . vn). Terms of the form f(U), with f ∈ Σ, are
algebraic-headed, they must satisfy |U | = arity(f). Terms built
solely from the signature and variables are called algebraic. Alge-
braic terms built from the sub-signature Σfo ∪ Σcd are called first-
order. Confined terms are particular first-order algebraic terms. As
usual, we write f instead of f() when arity(f) = 0.

Note that λΠMod’s type constructors * and 2 are constants
from Σ, regardless of their specific role and despite the fact that
Σ is called the user’s signature.

We use: Var(M) and BVar(M) for the sets of variables of M
occurring free and bound respectively ; z for fresh variables ; = for
the syntactic equality of terms, def

= for definitional equality.

Typing rules The use of λΠMod’s typing rules is marginal here.
However, they are slightly different from those given in [12], be-
cause of confinement.

There are two forms of judgements, Γ ` M : A meaning that
the term M has type A in the context Γ, and Γ ` meaning that
the context Γ is well-formed. In a context, variables from Y must
be given a confined type. Those from X must not. Here are a few
important rules, see [12] for the (classical) others:

JP: Give all typing rules here.

Γ ` A : ∗; y 6∈ Γ; y,A confined (resp., x 6∈ Γ; x,A non-confined)

Γ, y : A ` (resp., Γ, x : A `)

f : Πx1 : A1. · · ·Πxn : An.B ∈ Σ Γ `
Γ `M1 :A1, . . . ,Γ `Mn :An{x1 7→A1, . . . , xn−1 7→An−1}

Γ ` f(M1, . . . ,Mn) : B{x1 7→ A1, . . . , xn 7→ An}
Γ, x : A `M : B x,A,B not confined

Γ ` λx : A.M : Πx : A.B

Γ `M : Πx : A.B Γ ` N : A A non-confined
Γ `M N : B{x 7→ N}

Γ `M : A Γ ` B : ∗ A ≡ B
Γ `M : B

As in all extensions of LF, the conversion ≡ is generated by all
rewrite rules, whether built-in or user-defined.

This type system does enforce a stratification over the sublan-
guages of objects, types and kinds, objects being typed by types,
types by kinds, and kinds (among which ∗) by 2, see [12]. User-
defined symbols must come along with a type or a kind. Symbols in
Σfo must either be type constants (of type ∗), or first-order function
symbols, of type Πx1 : s1. · · ·xn : sn.s, where n is the arity of f
and s1, . . . , sn, s are type constants.

A major change wrt traditional type systems, including that of
today’s Dedukti, are the rules for typing abstractions and applica-
tions: terms of a confined type cannot be abstracted over or argu-
ment of an application, nor applied since confined types are con-
stants from Σcd. Note that confinement assumptions are not needed
when the rules are used bottom-up: they result then from the defini-
tion of (untyped) terms. They are needed, on the other hand, when
the rules are used top-down. They are also needed if, as is actually
customary, the rules serve defining untyped terms and typed terms
at the same time, without any additional reference to a grammar of
untyped terms.

The following assumption ensures then that the set of typable
confined terms is the set of typable terms of a confined type:

Assumption 1: (i) ∀f : Πx : s.s ∈ Σfo∪Σho (s 6∈Σcd)
(ii) ∀f : Πx : s.s ∈ Σcd (s, s ∈ Σcd)



Positions. Positions in terms are words over the natural numbers,
using · for concatenation, Λ for the empty word, ≥P for the prefix
order on positions (below), ≤P for its inverse (above), >P for
its strict part, and p#q for ¬(>P ∨ ≤P) (parallel or disjoint).
We use P ·Q for the set {p · q : p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}. Identifying
a position p with the singleton set {p}, we use: given a set of
parallel positions P and an arbitrary set of positions Q, Q >P P
for ∀q∈Q∃p∈P (q>P p); Qmin for the largest subset of minimal
positions ofQ ; given a termM , Pos(M), FPos(M), VPos(M)
and lVPos(M) for the following respective sets of positions of
M : all positions, the non-variable positions, and the positions of all
variables, and linear variables respectively. A term M is linear if
VPos(M) = lVPos(M). We also denote by: M |p, the subterm
of M at position p∈Pos(M); M [N ]P , where P ⊂Pos(M) is a
list of parallel positions st |N |= |P |, the term obtained by replacing
inM all subterms at positions in P by the coresponding term in the
list of terms N , using the simplified form M [N ]P in case all terms
in N are equal to N . We use Var(M) (BVar(M)), for the sets of
variables of M occurring free (bound).

Substitutions. Substitutions are sort-preserving, capture-avoiding
homomorphisms, written σ def

= {z1 7→M1, . . . , zn 7→Mn}, of do-
main Dom(σ)

def
= {z1, . . . , zn} if ∀i (zi 6= Mi), such that Mi is

a confined term iff zi is a confined variable. The substitution σ is
algebraic-headed if all Mi’s are algebraic-headed. We use post-
fixed notation for the application of a substitution τ to a term s or
a substitution σ, as in sτ and στ , called instances by τ of s and σ.

Given terms s, t, u, v, computing the substitution γ, whenever
it exist, such that t = sγ, in which case t is an instance of s, or
uγ = vγ, in which case γ is a plain unifier of u, v, is called plain
pattern matching and plain unification respectively. Unification is
sorted: confined variables must be replaced by confined terms. We
use SU(u, v) for the set of plain unifiers of u, v. It is well known
that a most general unifier σ exists for any two unifiable terms, that
is ∀γ∈SU(u, v) ∃ρ (γ=σρ). The word plain may be omitted.

Given a term u and substitution σ such that Dom(σ) ∩
BVar(u) = ∅, we define the term u[σ]

def
= u[x1σ]O1 . . . [xnσ]On

where Oi
def
= {o : u|o=xi∈Dom(σ)}. The associated operation

on terms is not a homomorphism. Called variable-replacement, it
is nothing but a convenient notation for multiple replacements at
positions of free variables in a term. It is of course not compatible
with renaming of bound variables in the term. Note that it coincides
with instantiation when

⋃
x∈Dom(σ) Var(xσ) ∩ BVar(u) = ∅.

Computation rules. In type theory, computation is based on rew-
rite rules. We use −→ for a rewriting relation on terms,←− for its
inverse,←→ for its symmetric closure, −→−→ for its reflexive tran-
sitive closure,←→←→ for its symmetric, reflexive, transitive closure
called convertibility, =⇒ for its parallel closure at a set of parallel
positions, and ⊗=⇒ for its nested closure to be defined later. An
element s such that s −→ t for no t is in normal form. A normal
form for t, written t↓ is a term s in normal form such that t−→−→ s.

Definition 2.1. A rule is a triple i : l→ r, whose possibly omitted
index i is a natural number, and lefthand side l and righthand side r
are terms of the same sort. A rule is proper if Var(r)⊆Var(l) and
regular if Var(r) = Var(l). A variable is left-linear (resp. right-
linear ; linear) in l→ r if it occurs exactly once in l (resp. r ; l and
r). An equation is a pair of rules i : l → r and j :r → l. We denote
by =E the congruence generated by a set of equations E.

In λΠMod, rule i comes along with an environment Γ in which
the typable instances of l, r by a substitution γ have the same type.
Our analysis of untyped reductions can of course omit them.

Different rules may share the same index. Rules are algebraic if
both sides are algebraic. So are associativity and commutativity.

Definition 2.2. A plain rewriting system is a set R of proper rules.
A term s (plain-) rewrites to t at position p, written s−→p

R t if
s|p = lσ for some rule l→ r ∈ R, and t = s[rσ]p.

An equational rewriting system is made of a plain rewriting
system R and a set E of regular equations. A term s rewrites
(modulo E) to t at position p, written s−→p

(R,E) t (or s−→p
RE

t),
if s|p =E lσ for some rule l → r ∈ R, and t = s[rσ]p. An
equational rewriting system (R,E) is terminating if the relation
=E −→

R
has no infinite chain.

A normal rewriting system is made of a plain rewriting systemR
and a terminating equational rewriting system (S,E) whose rules
are called simplifiers. Let SE = S∪S−1∪E. A term s (normal-)
rewrites to t at position p, written s−→p

RSE↓ t if s|p = s|p↓SE ,
s|p =SE lσ for some rule l→r∈R, and t = s[rσ↓SE ]p.

We write s−→p
(R,S,E) t if s−→p

SE∪RSE↓ t.

The position or set of positions at which a rewrite takes place
may be omitted, or replaced by a condition it satisfies, like p#q or
P ≥P q. We may record various information in the upper index of
the rewriting arrow. This applies to the normal form notation too.

A first essential remark is that all kinds of rewriting we just de-
fined preserve our two sorts of confined terms and non-confined
terms, under our definitions of a rewrite rule and a substitution.
A second is that normal rewriting is not stable by substitution in-
stance, since terms to be rewritten need to be normalized before-
hand at the rewritten position. The situation is even worse with
variable replacement which will always require dedicated lemmas.

Definition 2.3. Given a normal rewriting system (R,S,E), we call
conversion: a pair (s, t) such that s ←→←→

R∪S∪E
t,

peak: a triple (s, u, t) such that s ←−←−
(R,S,E)

u −→−→
(R,S,E)

t,

local peak: a triple (s, u, t) such that s
p←−

iSE↓
u

q−→
jSE↓∪kE

t where i :

l→ r, j : g → d ∈ R, k : l→ r ∈ S, and
local cliff: a triple (s, u, t) such that s

p←−
i
u

q−→
jSE↓∪kE

t where i :

l→ r ∈ E, j : g → d ∈ R, k ∈ S.
A local peak or cliff is disjoint if p#q, ancestor if q ≥P p ·

VPos(l) and critical if q∈p·FPos(l) (the latter two comparisons
may make no sense when S∪ E 6= ∅).

A normal rewriting system (R,S,E) is Church-Rosser if every
conversion (s, t) is normal-joinable: s −→−→

(R,S,E)
=E ←−←−

(R,S,E)
t, and

strongly normalizing (SN, or terminating) if−→(R,S,E) terminates
inE-equivalence classes of terms, i.e., =E −→(R,S,E) terminates.

Plain rewriting and rewriting modulo are particular cases of
normal rewriting when S = E = ∅ and S = ∅ respectively,
allowing us to factor out many definitions. Cases where normal
rewriting is necessary are rewriting modulo associativity, commu-
tativity and identity [16], implemented in the programming system
MAUDE [11], and higher-order rewriting[23]. The general frame-
work is introduced in [17], improving over [21].

Plain rewriting enjoys two key properties implying that dis-
joint and ancestor rewriting peaks are always joinable [14]. More
generally, given two normal rewriting systems (R,S,E) and
(R′, S′, E′), we have the following easy joinability properties:

p←−
iSE↓

q−→
jS′
E′ ↓

⊆ q−→
jS′
E′ ↓

p←−
iSE↓

if q#p, i ∈ R, j ∈ R′ (DP)

p←−
i

q−→
jS′
E′ ↓

⊆ p·O−→−→
jS′
E′ ↓

p←−
i

p·P←−←−
jS′
E′ ↓

if i : l→ r∈R, j∈R′
q ≥P p · VPos(l) (AP)

where O,P are sets of parallel positions



Note that (DP) would not hold if the result of a normal rewriting
step were normalized up to its root, as in [21].

(AP) specializes to (LAP) when q ≥P p · lVPos(l), in which
case P = ∅: the obtained property is a commutation diagram as is
(DP). (DP) and (LAP) together generate an equivalence on reduc-
tions called permutation equivalence, which is analyzed thoroughly
in [27].

(DP) generalizes to rewriting at sets of parallel positions P,Q
such that P#Q. (LAP) generalizes to rewriting at a set Q of par-
allel positions such that Q ≥P p·lVPos(l). Both are proved from
(DP) and (LAP) by induction on |P |+ |Q| and |Q| respectively.

(AP/LAP) use plain rewriting at position p. Using instead
rewriting modulo or normal rewriting would not give a valid prop-
erty, since the modulo part below p could interact with the rewrite
at q. There are cases, however, where there are no interactions, in
particular when the modulo part cannot apply above q and does not
need to apply below q, in which case we say that rewriting at p
preserves the redex at q.

Definition 2.4 (Preservation). Given a normal rewrite system
(R,S,E), a normal rewrite u

p−→v preserves a position q ∈
Pos(u) such that q >P p iff u[z]q

p−→w[z]p·O for some set of par-

allel positions O st v = w[v|p·O]p·O and ∀o ∈ O (v|p·o =E u|q).

Note that the occurrences of z in w need not be replaced by
exactly the same term to get v. Note also that u|p and v|p are in
SE-norml form by definition of normal rewriting. This explains
that v|p·o and v|p·o′ may be different if o 6= o′, and E-equal to u|q
rather than (S ∪ E)-equal to u|q .

The absence of interactions above q results in practice from sig-
nature considerations that forbid any application of an equation or
simplifier on the path from p to q, while the absence of interactions
below q results from the fact that the path from p to q goes through
a linear variable of the lefthand side of rule used at p.

The linear ancestor peak property becomes:

v
p←−

iSE
↓
u

q−→
jS′
E′ ↓

w ⊆ p·O−→−→
jS′
E′ ↓

p←−
iSE
↓

(LAP)

where O is a set of parallel positions,

if

 i : l→ r∈R, j∈R′, q ≥P p · lVPos(l),
rewriting at p preserves position q,
and =E ⊆=S′∪E′ .

Proof. By definition of preservation, u[z]q
p−→s[z]p·O and ∀o ∈

O (v|p·o=E u|q), hence v|p·o=S′∪E′ u|q , and thus v|p·o Λ−→
jS′
E′ ↓

w|q ,

hence v
p·O−→−→ s[w|q]p·O . Now w = u[w|q]q , hence w−→s[w|q]p·O

and we are done.

(LAP) generalizes to rewrites at a set of parallel positions pro-
vided u−→p

iSE↓v preserves all positions in that set. In this context

it is sometimes useful to write
p·O
=⇒
jS′
E′ ↓

instead of
p·O−→−→
jS′
E′ ↓

.

We now turn to a last classical property of rewrites:

Definition 2.5. Given a (rewrite) relation −→ and an equational
theory =E , we say that −→ commutes over =E if for all u, v, w
s.t. u =E v−→w, there exists s such that u−→s =E w.

2.1 Functional computations in λΠMod.
λΠMod comes equipped with two rewriting schemas,α-conversion
and β-reduction:

λx : U .M = λz : U .M{x 7→ z} if z fresh or z = x (α)
Πx : U . V = Πz : U . V {x 7→ z} if z fresh or z = x (α)
(λx : U .M)N →M{x 7→ N} (β)

SubstitutingN to each occurrence of x inM involves renaming
the bound variables of M away from those of N in order to avoid
captures: (β) rewrites modulo α, and is accordingly denoted by
−→βα (in short, −→β). Note that α and β preserve sorts because,
on the one hand a confined term cannot be abstracted over, and on
the other hand, a term in argument position of an application cannot
be confined. Hence, a reduction like (λz.z u)−→

β
uwith u confined

does not exist in the untyped syntax.
Major properties of β-rewrites are that:−→βα , hence =⇒βα , is

Church-Rosser modulo α ; commutes over =α, as well as over any
equational theory generated by a set of algebraic equations whose
non-linear variables are confined ; and enjoys (LAP).

But since disjoint redexes in a term may become stacked resid-
uals after β-rewriting, (LAP) does not extend to parallel rewriting.

A particular case of repeated β-rewrites plays a key role here:

(λz.u x) → u{z 7→ x} (β0, as dubbed by Miller)

Beta0-rewrites have a key property for our setting: by decreasing
the size of terms, whether typed or not, they are confluent and
terminating on all terms. Further, they need no α-conversion and
enjoy the generalized form of (LAP).

As anticipated, we need to characterize the behaviour of β-
reductions in presence of variable-replacement:

Lemma 2.6. Let u = (λx.s t) be a term and σ a substitution st
x 6∈Dom(σ). Then, u[σ]−→

β
s[σ]{x 7→ t[σ]}.

Proof. u[σ]=(λx.s t)[σ]=((λx.s)[σ] t[σ])=(λx.s[σ] t[σ]) by
assumption that x 6∈Dom(σ). Hence u[σ]−→

β
s[σ]{x 7→ t[σ]}.

2.2 First-order computations in λΠMod.
We assume given three sets of first-order algebraic rules: rules
Rfo, simplifiers Scd and equations Ecd. Simplifiers and equations
have confined lefthand and righthand sides. Rules in Rfo are
confined/non-confined depending on the sort of their both sides.

Assumption 2: (Rfo, Scd, Ecd) is a terminating, Church-Rosser,
normal rewriting system.

This assumption isolates the Church-Rosser property of (Rfo,
Scd, Ecd). It implies in particular that (Scd, Ecd) is a terminating
Church-Rosser system. To check it, we need [17]:

Assumption 3: Ecd-unification and Ecd ∪Scd-unification are
finite and complete.

A common example is provided by the two equations of asso-
ciativity and commutativity for Ecd and the identity rule for Scd.

In order to ensure preservation of other rewrites, we also need:

Assumption 4: Variables in rules from Rfo are either
(i) confined or (ii) linear (on both sides).

This assumption is automatically satisfied by the rules from Rfo

which are confined, since they have no non-confined variables.
By definition of normal rewriting, firing rules of Rfo requires

pattern matching their lefthand side lmodulo Scd∪Ecd. Since, how-
ever, the non-confined variables of l are linear, pattern matching can
be assumed plain below them. It follows that first-order rewrites
with rule l→ r preserve non-confined redexes, if any, below l.



We end up with instantiation and variable replacement by nor-
mal substitutions, that is in normal form wrt (Scd)Ecd .

Lemma 2.7. Let u
q−→

(Rfo,Scd,Ecd)
v and σ a normal substitution st

Dom(σ) ⊆ X . Then uσ
q−→

(Rfo,Scd,Ecd)
vσ and u[σ]

q−→
(Rfo,Scd,Ecd)

v[σ].

Proof. Instantiation and variable replacement by non-confined
terms do not impact (Scd)Ecd -normal forms.

Example 2.1 (extracted from Section 6). Consider the confined
signature made of the constants 0, 1 and the binary symbols
+,max, ↑ and ⇑. Letters i, j denote confined variables while a
is non-confined.

Let Ecd be made of associativity and commutativity for +, Scd

be the identity for +, and Rfo be the following set of rules:

1 : max(i, i+ j) →
m1

i+ j

2 : max(i+ j, j) →
m2

i+ j

3 : rule(i, 0) →
m3

0

4 : rule(i, j+ 1) →
r1

max(i, j+ 1)

5 : ⇑(0, a) →
l1

a

6 : ⇑(i+ 1, a) →
l2

↑(i,⇑(i, a))

Assumptions 3 and 4 are satisfied, since, in particular, the variable
a appears linearly in rules. For Assumption 2, we must show termi-
nation in AC equivalence classes and check that the ACZ-critical
pairs are joinable by rewriting. Termination can be achieved eas-
ily by Rubio’s fully syntactic AC path ordering [25]. This order
works very much like Dershowitz’s recursive path ordering, but has
a specific status for AC operators that performs additional mono-
tonicity checks. All symbols can have a multiset status, but rule
whose status must be lexicographic while the precedence can be
⇑ > ↑ > rule > max > + > 1 > 0. Routine calculations then
do the job. Checking the ACZ-critical pairs is routine too, there is
only a trivial one between the two max rules.

2.3 Higher-order computations in λΠMod
We assume now given a set of higher-order rules Rho. Rules that
contain functional symbols on either side must be inRho, as well as
algebraic rules having a non-linear non-confined variable (such as
x× 0→ 0 with a non-confined variable x on left lost on the right).

Higher-order computations result from two kinds of rules, de-
pending on the structure of their lefthand sides, either higher-order
patterns in Miller’s sense [22], or algebraic expressions as in re-
cursor rules [7] or non-regular algebraic rules as above. Miller’s
patterns require using some form of higher-order pattern matching
to fire rules, while first-order pattern matching suffices for algebraic
lefthand sides.

Definition 2.8 (Pattern [22]). A pattern is a Σho-headed term L
in β-normal form whose all non-confined free variables occur in
pre-redexes, that is, in maximal non-applied subterms of the form
(X x), n ≥ 0, where x is a vector of n distinct variables bound
above in L. A pre-redex is trivial if reduced to a variable.

The lefthand side rec(S(x), X, Y ) of one of the two classical
recursor rules over natural numbers, is a pattern: algebraic terms are
indeed patterns whose variables are not applied, possibly because
they are first-order (X above may be, Y is not). In particular, all
first-order algebraic terms are patterns in our sense.

Unlike in Miller’s original definition [22], patterns must be
Σho-headed and need not be in η-long form: the lefthand sides of
the above recursor rule would not be a pattern otherwise. More
generally, the lefthand side of any recursor rule as defined in [7], is

then a pattern. As already pointed out in [17], the notion of pattern
is quite robust. We could indeed require that patterns are in normal
form for (Rfo, Scd, Ecd). This would be practically relevant, but is
not needed here.

The main property of a pattern is that it generates by instanti-
ation very specific β-redexes and reducts at predictable positions.
Consider the subterm (X x) at position q in a pattern L, and a sub-
stitution σ = {X 7→ λz.u}. Then, (Lσ)|q −→−→β0 u{z 7→ x}. So,
the instance of a pattern by such a substitution β0-reduces to a term
obtained by replacing the subterms of the form (X x) by terms of
the form u{z 7→ x} where u is a term which does not contain any
free occurrence of variables in x.

Assumption 5: Lefthand sides of higher-order rules are
patterns whose all non-linear variables are confined.

Note that linear variables can be either confined or non-confined.
The following assumption simplifies the coming confluence

proof and diagrams and is satisfied by our example:

Assumption 6: Righthand sides of higher-order rules are not
(i) variables, nor (ii) abstractions.

Nipkow’s definition of higher-order rewriting based on higher-
order pattern matching was elaborated for terminating computa-
tions [23]. It operates on terms in β-normal form and β-normalizes
the result. Our definition for non-terminating computations oper-
ates instead on redexes in β0-normal form and β0-normalizes their
contractum: higher-order rewriting is seen here as normal rewriting
with (Rho, β

0 ∪ Scd, α ∪ Ecd), inheriting its properties. In particu-
lar, as for normal rewriting, a term need not be in normal form wrt
(β0 ∪ Scd, α ∪ Ecd) in order to be rewritten at some position p. It
needs to be in normal form up to p only. This subtle difference with
Nipkow’s definition is instrumental for enjoying (DP) and (LAP).

Let therefore S = β0 ∪ Scd, E = α ∪ Ecd, and SE = S ∪ E.

Lemma 2.9. The equational rewriting system (S,E) is Church-
Rosser and terminating.

Proof. We interpret a higher-order term by the pair made of the
multiset of its confined subterms first, and then its size. Confined
terms are compared in the associated termination order, and sizes
with the natural order on natural numbers. Termination follows
from the facts that β0 decreases the size of terms, and the order on
confined terms is stable by instantiation, hence by α-conversion.
Since critical peaks and cliffs are those of (Scd, Ecd), the Church-
Rosser property follows.

This justifies our intuition of higher-order rewriting being an
instance of normal rewriting. We say that u is normal if u = u↓SE .
We need naming positions of variables in a pattern:

Definition 2.10 (Fringe). The fringe FL of a higher-order pat-
tern L is made of three sets of parallel positions: its plain fringe
F plainL

def
= {p ∈ FPos(L) : L|p is a trivial pre-redex}, its func-

tional fringeF funL

def
= {p∈FPos(L) :L|p is a non-trivial pre-redex},

and its confined fringe F cdL
def
= {p ∈ Pos(L) : L|p is a maximal

confined term}.
Higher-order rewriting can now be formulated “à la Nipkow”:

Definition 2.11. Given a term u normal below p∈Pos(u) and a
higher-order rule i :L→R ∈ Rho st Var(L) ∩ BVar(u) = ∅, we
say that u rewrites with i at p, written u

p−→
i∈Rho

v or simply u
p−→
i
v, iff

u|p
≥PFcdL←→←→
Ecd

= (Lγ)⇓ def
= Lγ ↓F

cd
L

(Scd)Ecd
↓F

fun
L

β0 and v=u[Rγ↓SE ]p.



Note that all confined steps apply below the confined fringe:
confined subterms of a non-confined term Xγ remain identical in
Xγ and u. Let us then consider an algebraic pattern L. Since there

are no applications in L, then F funL =∅ and (Lγ)⇓= Lγ ↓≥PFcdL
(Scd)Ecd

.
If L is the lefthand side of a recursor rule, then u|p = Lγ as usual,
hence higher-order rewriting coincides with plain rewriting in this
case. This allows us to treat all rules in Rho uniformly, including
recursor rules if any.

Firing a higher-order rule involves two distinct algorithms –
higher-order pattern matching and pattern matching modulo Scd ∪
Ecd– taking place below the functional fringe of the lefthand side
pattern L for the first, and below its confined fringe for the second.
Since no position can be below both fringes at the same time,
this makes firing higher-order rules modular with respect to each
matching algorithm.

This is true of unification too: Scd ∪Ecd ∪β0 ∪α-unification of
two patterns reduces to higher-order unification of patterns on the
one hand, and Scd ∪ Ecd-unification of confined terms on the other
hand. The reason is that confined terms can only be equated to other
confined terms, otherwise unification must fail. This is yet another,
very practical, implication of our notion of confined expressions.

Since β0-normalization occurs below p only, normal rewriting
is monotonic. Stability, on the other hand, requires normalization:

Lemma 2.12. Let u be a term and σ a substitution, both normal,
st u

p−→
i:Rho

v. Then uσ↓pSE
p−→
i
vσ↓pSE and u[σ]↓pSE

p−→
i
v[σ]↓pSE .

Usual stability is recovered for a large class of substitutions:

Definition 2.13. A substitution σ is preserving if ∀x ∈ Dom(σ),
x is not confined, xσ is normal, and is not an abstraction.

Algebraic-headed normal substitutions are therefore preserving.

Lemma 2.14. Let u be a normal term and σ a preserving substi-
tution. Then, uσ and u[σ] are normal.

Proof. Since xσ is not confined, the confined subterms of uσ and
u[σ] are those of u or xσ, hence are normal. And since xσ is not
an abstraction, no β-redex, hence no β0-redex, can be created.

In the sequel, we manage, most of the time, to use preserving
substitutions so that unwanted normalization steps do not pop up
along computations. In particular, preserving substitutions allow us
to recover important properties of rewriting modulo that are not true
of normal rewriting in general:

Corollary 2.15 (Stability). Let u
p−→
Rho

v and σ a preserving substi-

tution. Then uσ
p−→
Rho

vσ and u[σ]
p−→
Rho

v[σ].

Lemma 2.16. Let u normal such that u
p−→

i∈Rho
v. Then v is normal.

Proof. Let w = u[z]p for some fresh variable z, and σ(z) = u|p,
hence u=w[σ]. By assumption, w and σ(z) are normal. Let now
τ(z)

def
= v|p. By definition of higher-order rewriting, τ(z) is nor-

mal. Since rules are sort preserving, τ(z) is non-confined. Further,
τ(z) cannot be a variable nor an abstraction by Assumption 6(i,ii).
Hence τ is preserving and v=w[τ ] is normal by Lemma 2.14.

Example 2.2. Here is a rule (in untyped format) which is used in
our encoding of CCU∞⊆ described at Section 6:

10 : π(i, i+ j+ 1, a, λx. ↑(i+ j, (b x)))
→
p4

↑(i+ j, π(i, i+ j, a, b))

We see that rule 10 satisfies all our assumptions, in particular the
non-confined variables a, b occur linearly on both sides of the rule.

Note that the confined variables i, y occur non-linearly, on both the
lefthand side and righthand side for i, and that the lefthand side
contains a non-trivial pre-redex, thereby requiring higher-order
pattern unification to fire the rule.

2.4 Commutation properties of higher-order rewrites
Higher-order rewriting enjoys preservation at all positions below
the functional fringe of the lefthand side pattern of the rule used,
provided they are headed by user-defined symbols:

Lemma 2.17 (Preservation). Let u Λ−→
i:L→R∈Rho

v and Q a set of

parallel positions of Pos(u) st ∀q ∈ Q (q ≥P F funL and u(q) ∈
Σfo∪Σho). Then u[z]Q

Λ−→
i
w st v = w[{z 7→ v|Q}].

Proof. By induction on |Q|. Let Q= P∪{q=p·o st L|p=(X x)}.
By Definition 2.11, u

≥PFcdL←→←→
Ecd

Lγ⇓ for some γ. Hence u|q=(Lγ↓p
β0

)|p·o = (Lγ|p ↓β0)|o = ((Xγ x)↓β0)|o. Since u(q) ∈ Σfo∪Σho,
then ((Xγ x) ↓β0)|o = Xγ|o′ for some o′. It follows that
(u[z]q)|p = (Xθ x) ↓β0 , where θ(X)

def
= Xγ[z]o′ . Since X is

linear in u, then u[z]q = Lθ ↓β0 . Therefore, u[z]q−→
i
w with

v=w[{z 7→ v|q}]. We conclude by induction hypothesis.

There are two kinds of commutations, whether some term u[σ]
rewrites concurrently to v[σ] and u[τ ], or successively to v[σ] and
v[τ ]. The first case corresponds to (LAP), while the second is a
permutation. Note that all occurrences of xσ are rewritten at once.
These properties are of course related to preservation. In the case
of preservation, there is a single rewrite from a term u to a term v at
some position p, and a position q below p which is expected to be
the position of some redex that will then occur in v as well. In both
commutation and permutation properties, preservation is built-in by
writing the term to be rewritten as the variable-capturing instance
of some other term u rewriting to v.

Lemma 2.18. Let u be a normal term and σ a preserving substitu-

tion such that u
p−→

i∈Rho
v and xσ Λ−→

j∈Rho
xτ for all x∈X ⊆ Dom(σ).

Then, u[σ]
O

=⇒
j
u[τ ]

p−→
i
v[τ ]

Q⇐=
j
v[σ]

p←−
i
u[σ] for some sets O,Q.

Proof. By Lemma 2.16, v is normal. Let x ∈ X . Since σ is
preserving, u[σ] and v[σ] are normal by Lemma 2.14. Since σ
is normal, τ is normal by definition of higher-order rewriting.
Further, xτ is not confined since being a reduct of xσ and is not
an abstraction either by Assumption 6(i,ii). Therefore u[τ ] and v[τ ]

are normal by Lemma 2.14 again. It follows that u[σ]
p−→
i
v[σ] and

u[τ ]
p−→
i
v[τ ] by Lemma 2.12. The other rewrites are justified by

letting O={o :u|o∈X} and Q={q :v|q∈X}.

Corollary 2.19. Let u a term and σ a preserving substitution such
that u[σ] is normal, u

p−→
i∈Rho

v, and σ O
=⇒
j∈Rho

τ . Then, ∃P,Q such that

(LAP) u[τ ]
p−→
i
v[τ ]

Q⇐=
j
v[σ] and (Perm) u[σ]

P
=⇒
j
u[τ ]

p−→
i
v[τ ].

Proof. We prove (LAP), the proof of (Perm) being similar. Let
θ(x)

def
= xσ[y]Ox for all x ∈X . We define u′ def

= u[θ], v′ def
= v[θ],

σ′(y)
def
= xσ|Ox and τ ′(y)

def
= xτ |Ox . Then u[σ] = u′[σ′] and

v[τ ] = v′[τ ′]. Since u[σ] is normal, so are θ, u′ and σ′. Since v
is normal, and θ is preserving, v′ is normal by Lemma 2.14. Hence

u′
p−→
i
v′. Further, yσ′ Λ−→

j
yτ ′ for y ∈ Dom(σ′). We conclude by

Lemma 2.18.



3. Orthogonal higher-order rewriting
A parallel rewrite step is a sequence of reductions at a set P of par-
allel positions, (DP) ensuring that the result does not depend upon
a particular sequentialization of P . An orthogonal rewrite step is
a sequence of reductions at some set P of positions, both paral-
lel and nested, (DP) and (LAP) ensuring that the result does not
depend upon a particular sequentialization of P . Our definition is
based on splitting a term s into a term u and a preserving substi-
tution σ such that s = u[σ], therefore ensuring that (DP), (LAP)
and (Perm) apply. Then u is rewritten at some set of orthogonal po-
sitions O, while σ is rewritten at a family of orthogonal positions
Q = {Qx}x∈Dom(σ), indexed by the domain of the substitution σ.
The term u and the capturing substitution σ are not unique, pro-
vided they define the same term u[σ] and sets of positions in it. The
fact that the resulting term is then the same is a major property of
orthogonal rewriting, and expresses the fact above that it does not
depend upon a particular sequentialization of its set of positions.
A particular case is of course obtained when O is a set of parallel
positions andQ is the emptyset, or vice versa, resulting then in par-
allel rewriting. An important attribute of our formulation is that no
hypothesis is made on the underlying rewrite relation, which can
be plain, modulo or normal, and, more precisely, higher-order as
is the case here. Another distinctive feature is that our relation is
ternary: the orthogonal rewriting arrow is decorated with a label
that internalizes the inductive history of its construction.

The idea of orthogonal rewriting appears in the literature un-
der at least two different names, parallel reductions and multi-step
rewriting. Parallel reductions, defined by induction on the term
structure, were introduced by Tait and Martin-Löf to show con-
fluence of the pure λ-calculus [6]. Multi-step rewriting generalizes
the construction for both concrete and abstract rewriting relations.
All these generalizations are extensively studied in [27], where they
are used for analyzing orthogonal rewrite relations as well as, more
generally, orthogonal rewrite steps of non-orthogonal rewrite rela-
tions, whether operating on first-order terms, higher-order terms or
term-graphs. The idea of labelling rewrites is not new either, al-
though the major trend in the literature is to incorporate the history
of reductions in the rewritten term, rather than making the relation
ternary, by decorating the rewrite system itself instead of the rewrite
relation. We refer to [27] for a precise account of the literature and
extensive bibliographic notes.

A major trait of both orthogonal and multi-step rewriting is that
the underlying rewrite relation need not be orthogonal. Rewrite
rules may have critical pairs, as well as repeated variables in their
lefthand sides. Only the sequence of steps used in an orthogonal
or multi-step rewrite needs to be orthogonal. The fact that it is still
possible to analyze the Church-Rosser property of the underlying
relation by studying its orthogonal extension relies on two prop-
erties: confinement, which takes care of repeated variables in left-
hand sides of the rules, and the internalization of its construction,
via a label in the case of orthogonal rewriting, that appears to be
instrumental, as we shall see, to factor out critical peaks from two
diverging orthogonal rewrite steps.

Definition 3.1. Orthogonal rewriting with higher-order rule i at

positions in O, written
O
⊗=⇒
i

, is the smallest relation containing
O

=⇒
i

, and closed under vertical product (in short, product), written

u[σ]
P⊗uQ⊗=⇒
i

v[τ ], defined as

(i) u
P
⊗=⇒
i

v ;

(ii) σ is a preserving substitution st Q={Qx}x∈Dom(σ) and

∀x∈X (xσ
Qx⊗=⇒
i

xτ), abbreviated as σ
Q
⊗=⇒
i

τ ;

(iii) P ⊗u Q def
= P ∪ {o·q : x∈Var(u), u|o=x and q∈Qx}.

Note that P ⊗u Q is defined for empty sets P,Q (by Q being
empty, we mean thatQ is a set of empty sets),P = ∅ corresponding
to monotonicity and Q = ∅ to stability by preserving susbtitutions.
Orthogonal rewriting reduces to the identity if P,Q are both empty,
and to parallel rewriting if P is a set of parallel positions and Q is
empty or vice versa.

Note further that (P ⊗u Q)min is in general different from Pmin,
since there may be no position from P on a path from the root of u
to some variable x∈X . This implies that our product construction
is both horizontal and vertical, and that using a single rewrite step
u

p−→
i
v would define the very same binary relation between terms.

Note also that u[σ] and v[τ ] are normal below all positions in
(P ⊗u Q)min under assumption (ii) by Lemmas 2.14 and 2.16 –
whithout that assumption, the definition of P ⊗uQ would be more
complicated, since normalization steps would need to be reflected
in (iii). We occasionally omit u in ⊗u.

Using non-capturing substitutions in this definition would raise
difficulties, because writing uσ, instead of u[σ] implies that no
variable of xσ for x ∈ Var(u) can be bound above in u, hence
constraining u. There is a way out, though, by splitting u[σ] into
a term t and a substitution τ such that tτ −→−→

β0
u[σ], and replacing

in the definition u[σ] by (tτ)↓β0 . For example, if Dom(σ) = {x}
and u|p = x, we can take t def

= u[(x y)]p and τ(x)
def
= λy.xσ. The

obtained substitution τ is an abstraction, hence does not satisfy the
assumptions of Lemmas 2.14 and 2.16. Although we believe that
the entire theory can be carried out without these assumptions, this
provisional choice makes the technical developments much easier.

Example 3.1. Consider the rewrite system {f(f(x))→ x}. Then

f(f(f(g(f(f(x))))))
{Λ,1111}
⊗=⇒ f(g(x)).

Product extends to substitutions by writing σ[γ]
P⊗σQ⊗=⇒
i

τ [θ].

Then P is a set of sets of positions, while Q can be considered
as a set of sets of positions indexed successively by the variables
of Dom(σ), then those of Dom(γ), or, equivalently, by a set of
positions indexed by their union. A routine check shows:

Lemma 3.2. Let u, σ,O, P,Q stO⊆Pos(u) and ∀x∈Dom(σ)(Px⊆
Pos(xσ)). Then, O⊗u(P⊗σQ)=(O⊗uP )⊗uσQ.

Proof. Follows directly from the associativity of concatenation for
positions.

We now show a key property of orthogonal rewrites: the result
of an orthogonal rewrite depends only on the input term u and the
set P of orthogonal positions used, but not on their decomposition
into a given product. To this end, we show that the term to be
rewritten can always be decomposed into a term and a substitution
whose frontier is defined by the set (P \ Pmin)min.

Lemma 3.3. Let P ⊆ Pos(u[σ]) for some linear term u and
O = FPos(u) ∩ P . Then, P = O ⊗u Q for some Q.

Proof. Take Qx
def
= {q : o · q∈P ∧ u|o = x}.

This lemma will be mostly used as a way to define Q when
given P and u, in which case we will write P def

= O ⊗u Q, using
indeed the equation as an implicit definition of Q.

Lemma 3.4. Let u
P
⊗=⇒
i

v, u′ def
= u[z](P\Pmin)min , u′[γ]

def
= u and

P = Pmin ⊗u′ Q. Then, u′[γ]
Pmin⊗u′Q⊗=⇒

i
v′[θ] = v.
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Figure 1. Proof of Lemma 3.4 with P ′ 6= ∅

Proof. By induction on the sum of length of positions in the set P .
There are three cases according to P .

If u P
=⇒
i
v, then Q = ∅, the result holds with u′=u and v′=v.

Otherwise, u= s[σ]
P ′⊗sQ′

⊗=⇒
i

t[τ ] = v. If P ′= ∅, then t = s and

σ
Q′

⊗=⇒
i

τ . By induction hypothesis, σ = σ′[γ]
Q′

min⊗σ′Q⊗=⇒
i

τ ′[θ] = τ .

By Definition 3.1, u=s[σ]=s[σ′[γ]]
∅⊗s(Q′

min⊗Q)

⊗=⇒
i

s[τ ′[θ]]=s[τ ]=

v. By Lemma 3.2, ∅ ⊗s (Q′min ⊗σ′ Q) = (∅ ⊗s Q′min) ⊗sσ′ Q =

Pmin ⊗ Q. Hence u′[γ] = (s[σ′])[γ] = s[σ′[γ]]
Pmin⊗Q⊗=⇒

i
s[τ ′[θ]] =

(s[τ ′])[θ] = v′[θ], concluding this case.
Otherwise, P ′ 6= ∅, this case being depicted at Figure 1. Let

s′ = s[z](P ′\P ′
min)min where z is a vector of fresh variables, hence

s=s′[σ′] for some σ′. Let now P ′=P ′min⊗s′O andQ′ = Q′1]Q′2,
where Q′1 >P P ′min and Q′2#P ′min. Accordingly, we split σ as
its restrictions σ1 and σ2 to respectively the variables of s which
occur below P ′min, and those which do not. Let τ1 and τ2 such that

σ1

Q′
1⊗=⇒
i

τ1 and σ2

Q′
2⊗=⇒
i

τ2. Hence τ = τ1 ∪ τ2. Let now ϕ such

that u′ def
= s′[ϕ] = (s′[σ])[z](Q′

2\(Q′
2)min)min , where z is a (new)

vector of fresh variables. Note that u′ = (s[σ])[z](P\Pmin)min . Let
finally σ2 =ϕ[γ2] for some γ2 and Q′2 =(Q′2)min ⊗ϕ O′.

By induction hypothesis, s = s′[σ′]
P ′

min⊗O⊗=⇒
i

t′[τ ′] = t and

σ2 = ϕ[γ2]
(Q′

2)min⊗O′

⊗=⇒
i

ψ[θ2] = τ2. Remark that u = s[σ] =

s′[σ′[σ1]∪ϕ[γ2]]=u′[γ], defining γ def
= γ1∪γ2, with γ1

def
= σ′[σ1].

Likewise, v = t[τ ] = t′[τ ′[τ1] ∪ ψ[θ2]] = v′[θ], where v′ def
= t′[ψ]

and θ def
= θ1 ∪ θ2 with θ1

def
= τ ′[τ1].

Finally u′ = s′[ϕ]
P ′

min⊗(Q′
2)min

⊗=⇒
i

t′[ψ] = v′. Further, σ′[σ1]
O⊗Q′

1⊗=⇒
i

τ ′[τ1],

hence γ
(O⊗Q′

1)∪O′

⊗=⇒
i

θ. Since Pmin =P ′min⊗(Q′2)min, we get the result

by choosing Q=(O ⊗Q′1)∪O′.

Because splitting P into Pmin and Q depends solely on P as a
set, the result of an orthogonal rewrite step is entirely determined
by its source and set of orthogonal positions:

Corollary 3.5. Let s[σ] = t[τ ], s[σ]
P
⊗=⇒
i

v and t[τ ]
P
⊗=⇒
i

w.

Then v = w.

These results mean that permutation equivalence (we refer
to [27] for a precise definition) is built in the definition of orthogo-
nal rewriting. Then, orthogonal rewriting inherits many properties
of higher-order rewriting:

Corollary 3.6. Let s=E u
P
⊗=⇒
i

v. Then s
P
⊗=⇒
i

t=E v.

Corollary 3.7. Let u a term and σ a preserving substitution st u[σ]

is normal, u
p−→

i∈β∪Rfo∪Scd∪Rho
v and σ

O
⊗=⇒
j∈Rho

τ . Then, ∃P,Q st (LAP)

v[σ]
P
⊗=⇒
j

v[τ ]
p←−
i
u[τ ], and (Perm) u[σ]

Q
⊗=⇒
j

u[τ ]
p−→
i
v[τ ].

Proof. We prove (LAP), (Perm) being similar. The case where
i ∈ Rho follows by induction on |O| based on Lemma 3.4. The
case where i ∈ Rfo∪Scd is similar to the proof of Corollary 2.19
(LAP), because higher-order rewriting preserving sorts, rewriting
σ to τ cannot generate a confined simplification in u[τ ] and v[τ ].
If i = β, let u|p = (λx.s t). Then, v[σ] = u[σ][s[σ]{x 7→ t[σ]}]p
by Lemma 2.6, and since x 6∈ Dom(σ), then v[σ]

P
⊗=⇒
j

w = u[τ ]

[s[τ ]{x 7→ t[τ ]}]p with P = (Λ ⊗u O) ⊗u[σ] ((Λ ⊗s O) ⊗s[σ]
(Λ⊗t O)). Finally, u[τ ]

p−→
β
w by Lemma 2.6.

We now consider a kind of converse. Given an orthogonal

rewrite step s
P
⊗=⇒
i

t, can we arbitrarily split s into u and σ and

P into O and P ′ such that u[σ]
O⊗uP ′
⊗=⇒
i

t? This is of course not

possible in general, we need to take care of splitting away from all
redex patterns involved in the orthogonal step (the notion of redex
pattern is not defined here, but is intuitively the part of a redex that
is replaced –and not copied– when applying a rewrite rule):

Lemma 3.8. Let u
P
⊗=⇒
i:L→R

v, and Q a set of parallel positions st

∀q∈Q (u(q)∈Σfo∪Σho and ∀p∈P (q 6∈p · {o : Λ 6=o<P FL})).
Let s def

= u[z]Q, s[σ]
def
= u, O def

= P ∩FPos(s) and P def
= O⊗sP ′.

Then, s[σ]
O⊗sP ′
⊗=⇒
i

v.

Proof. The case P = ∅ follows from the definition. Otherwise, we
proceed by induction on |u|. There are three cases:

1. Q = {Λ}. Then s = z ∈ X and σ(z) = u. Then Qz = P .
2. Λ∈P , hence Pmin = {Λ}, and wlog Λ 6∈Q.

Let u2
def
= u[z](P\{Λ})min

and u
def
= u2[θ2]. By Lemma 3.3,

P ={Λ}⊗u2P2. By Lemma 3.4, u2[θ2]
{Λ}⊗u2P2

⊗=⇒
i

v2[γ2]=v.

Let now (P\{Λ}∪Q)min =O1]Q1 whereQ1⊆Qmaximal and
O1⊆((P\{Λ})∩O)min. Let also u1

def
=u2[z]Q1

and u1[θ]
def
=u2.

Since, by assumption, ∀q∈Q1 (u(q)∈Σfo∪Σho) and q 6<P FL,

then u1
Λ−→
i
v1 for some v1 st v2 =v1[θ] by Lemma 2.17.

Let θ1 = θ[θ2], γ1 = θ[γ2] and P1 = ∅ ⊗θ P2. By definition of

orthogonal reductions, θ1
P1⊗=⇒
i

γ1 and u1[θ1]
{Λ}⊗u1P1

⊗=⇒
i

v1[γ1].

By easy calculations, u=u1[θ1], v=v1[γ1] and P ={Λ} ⊗u1

P1. IfO1 =∅, we are done. Otherwise, we recursively cut at the
remaining positions of Q.

Let z def
= u1|o for some o ∈ O1. Then zθ1

(P1)z⊗=⇒
i

zγ1. Let also

Qz = {q : o ·q ∈Q}, σ1(z)
def
= zθ1[z]Qz [σ2] and (P2)z = {p∈

(P1)z : p 6≥PQz}. By Lemma 3.3, (P1)z=(P2)z ⊗zσ1 (P3)z .

By induction hypothesis, zθ1 =zσ1[σ2]
(P2)z⊗zθ1 (P3)z

⊗=⇒ zτ1[τ2].

Let z′ def
=u1|o for some o∈Q1, σ1(z′)

def
=z′ and σ2(z′)

def
=z′θ1.

Lemma 3.2, closure of orthogonal rewrites under product, and
Lemma 3.4 yield the result.



3. If Λ 6∈ P ∪Q, then, by induction hypothesis, the result holds for
the immediate subterms ui of u wrt to the positions Pi and Qi
belonging to Pos(ui). Putting back the head symbol of u gives
then the result by monotonicity of orthogonal rewrites.

3.1 Nested higher-order critical peaks
Generating the minimal nested critical peaks that reduce the con-
fluence of higher-order orthogonal rewriting to the existence of de-
creasing diagrams for these peaks requires computing the overlaps
of two orthogonal rewriting steps. The lefthand sides of the rules
they use may overlap horizontally, as in parallel critical pairs, but
also vertically, forming vertical chains of overlaps. Unlike tradi-
tionnal critical pairs, vertical overlaps between two lefthand sides
may take place inside the substitution associated with a partial ver-
tical chain, while self-overlaps involving the same lefthand side
must be disallowed. Computing these overlaps requires then some
bookeeping, both in terms of substitutions and overlapping posi-
tions. This is the role of the notion of seed introduced now:

Definition 3.9 (Seeds). Given two rules k : L → R, l : G → D
from Rho, the set pSkl of (k,l)-pre-seeds is the smallest set of tuples
(s, σ, P,Q), where P and Q are lists of positions in Pos(sσ↓SE )
of L-redexes and G-redexes respectively, such that

(i) pSkl contains the trivial pre-seed (x, {x 7→ L}, {Λ}, { }) ;
(ii) pSkl is closed by nested overlapping: given (s, σ, P,Q)∈pSkl ,

two lists of parallel positions {pi ∈ FPos(sσ↓SE ) : pi ≥P
P · FL}i∈I and {qj ∈ FPos(sσ↓SE ) : qj ≥P Q · FG}j∈J
which are not both empty and whose elements are pairwise in-
comparable, renamings {Li}i∈I of L and {Gj}j∈J of G such
that ∀i, j, Var(Li), Var(Gj) and Var(sσ) are pairwise dis-
joint sets, and τ a most general SE-unifier of the equation∧
i∈I(sσ↓SE )|pi =Li ∧

∧
j∈J (sσ ↓SE )|qj = Gj , the non-trivial

pre-seed (sσ↓SE , τ, P∪{pi}i∈I , Q∪{qj}j∈J) belongs to pSkl .
The set of seeds is defined as Skl

def
= {(uτ ↓SE , P,Q) :

(u, τ, P,Q) is a non-trivial pre-seed}.

In this recursive definition of pre-seeds, the last overlapping
substitution τ tells us where to overlap next, while the maximal
positions in P and Q of these overlaps for both rules tell us where
to not overlap. In particular, the very first overlap is impossible with
L, unless k = l : our notation Skl is meant to suggest that there is
a k-redex above the l-redexes. The fact that overlapping at some
recursive call may take place inside the substitution obtained at the
previous recursive call explains the need of a recursive computation
of the pre-seeds.

Note that, for the first nested overlapping computation, the set
{pi}i∈I is empty, so that the first (parallel) overlap is always with
the sole rule G → D overlapping L at the set of parallel positions
{qj}j .

Since the sets P,Q are monotonically increasing (wrt to the or-
der on positions), our computation of pre-seeds avoids too many
redundancies. Filtering out the remaining redundancies would re-
quire some more bookeeping.

One may wonder why we call these critical peaks nested rather
than orthogonal. First, orthogonality refers explicitly to the absence
of critical pairs, so an orthogonal critical pair would be kind of self-
contradicting. Another reason is that there is a single rule lefthand
side sitting at the top of a seed. Therefore, all redexes occurring in
a seed are nested inside that lefthand side, whether they extend the
seed construction vertically or horizontally.

There is no reason why the set of pre-seeds, hence the set
of seeds, should be finite. In case it is finite, then confluence is
checkable. Otherwise, confluence needs to be proved. Here is such
an example:

Example 3.2. Consider the rules 1:f(f(x))→x and 2:f(y)→y,
and let us compute first the pre-seeds between rule 1 and 2

Init: (z, {z 7→ f(f(z))}, {Λ}, { }) is a seed.
Step 1: the set {p ∈ {Λ, 1} : p >P {Λ} · {Λ, 1} = { }. The

set {q ∈ {Λ, 1} : q >P { } · {Λ} = {Λ, 1} and we choose
the list made of the single position Λ. The unifier of the equation
f(f(z)) = f(y) yields {y 7→ f(z)}. Therefore

(f(f(z)), {y 7→ f(z)}, {Λ}, {Λ}) is a seed.
Step 3: the first set remains the same while the second becomes

{1}. We can then choose the list made of that position. The unifier
of the equation f(z) = f(y) yields {y 7→ z}. Therefore

(f(f(z)), {y 7→ z}, {Λ}, {Λ, 1}) is a seed.
Step 4: the computation stops with empty sets of p’s and q’s.
Since this computation is non-deterministic in the choice of

positions, we could actually have done step 3 directly, instead of
step 2. This would have given the very same seed as in step 3
(because the susbtitution obtained at step 2 had no effect on the
overlap term).

Let us now compute the pre-seeds between rule 2 and rule 1.
Init: (z, {z 7→ f(z)}, {Λ}, { }) is a pre-seed.
Step 1: The sets of p’s and q’s are respectively { } and {Λ}.

Choosing q = Λ, we get τ = {z 7→ f(x)}, hence, renaming x in
z, we get (f(z), {z 7→ f(f(z))}, {Λ}, {Λ}) is a pre-seed.

Step 2 yields the pre-seed (f(f(z)), { }, {Λ, 1}, {Λ}), and the
comptation stops at step 3 with no further seed.

Computing now the pre-seeds between rule 1 and itself, we get
the single pre-seed (f(z), { }, {Λ}, {Λ}).

We can now compute the pre-seeds between rule 2 and it-
self and get infinitely many elements of one of the following two
sets: {({f2n(z), {z 7→ f(z)}, {1i}i=2n

i=0 , {1i}i=2n−1
i=1 )}n>0 and

{({f2n+1(z), {z 7→ f(z)}, {1i}i=2n−1
i=0 , {1i}i=2n

i=1 )}n>0.

A straightforward induction on the definition of pre-seeds shows:

Lemma 3.10. Let (u, P,Q)∈ Skl be a seed. Then, u = Lkϕ↓SE
for some ϕ and v

P
⇐=⊗
k

u
Q
⊗=⇒
l

w.

Definition 3.11. Let (u, P,Q) ∈ Skl and θ an arbitrary substitu-

tion. Then, v
P
⇐=⊗
k

u
Q
⊗=⇒
l

w, the tuple ((uθ)↓SE , k, P, l, Q), and

(vθ)↓SE
P
⇐=⊗
k

(uθ)↓SE
Q
⊗=⇒
l

(wθ)↓SE , are respectively a nested

critical peak a nested overlap ; and a nested peak.

Note that Lemma 2.12 is implicitly used in these definitions.
Note also that the quadruple (k, P, l, Q) defines already a family
of nested overlaps, since the terms u = Lkσθ↓SE can be recom-
puted from it, σ being a most general SE-unifier among possibly
many that satisfy the corresponding set of equations given in the
definition of the set of pre-seeds. In case θ is the identity, we then
get a nested critical overlap.

We now give a useful characterization of nested overlaps.

Lemma 3.12. Assume (u, k, P = {pi}i∈I , l, Q = {qj}j∈J) is a
nested overlap. Then,

∧
i∈I,p∈P u|p=SELiσi and

∧
j∈J,q∈Q u|q=SE

Gjτj , where {Li}i∈I and {Gi}j∈J are variable renamings of L,G
sharing no variables among themselves nor with u.

Proof. We assume implicitely here that the positions in P,Q are
listed in non-decreasing order wrt >P . The proof is by induction
on P ∪ Q. Let O = max(P ), O′ = max(Q), P ′ = P \ O and
Q′ = Q \O′. It follows from the definition of nested overlaps that
(u, k, P ′ = {pi}i∈I′ , l, Q′ = {qj}j∈J′) is a nested overlap. By
induction hypothesis, it satisfies the property

∧
i∈I′,p∈P ′ u|p =SE

Liσi and
∧
j∈J′,q∈Q′ u|q =SE Gjτj , where {Li}i∈I and {Gi}j∈J

are variable renamings of L,G sharing no variables among them-



r

=
θ

u =E u′γ

Figure 2. Critical peak property of orthogonal rewriting

selves nor with u. We conclude by using the fact that u rewrites in
parallel at O with rule i and at O′ with rule j.

We conclude with the critical peak property whose main idea is
represented at Figure 2. Coulours intend to figure out the applica-
tion of equational E-steps on the term u.

Theorem 3.1 (Critical pairs). Let s
P
⇐=⊗
i:L→R

r
Q
⊗=⇒
j:G→D

t, Λ ∈ P and

Qmin ∩ FPos(L) 6= ∅. Then, ∃u, v, w, u′, v′, w′, θ, σ, τ, γ,O,O′,
P ′, Q′ st:

(i) r=u[θ], s=v[σ], t=w[τ ], and
u=E u

′γ↓SE , v=E v
′γ↓SE , w=Ew

′γ↓SE ,
(ii) P =O ⊗u P ′ and Q=O′ ⊗u Q′,
(iii) v′

O
⇐=⊗
i

u′
O′
⊗=⇒
j

w′ is a nested critical peak,

(iv) and θ is a preserving substitution st σ
P ′
⇐=⊗
i

θ
Q′

⊗=⇒
j

τ .

The substitution θ above is the one obtained by using Lemma 3.8
to split r as u[θ] so that u contains a critical overlap. The sub-
stitution γ is then obtained by expressing the property that u is
an instance of the most general critical peak (v′, u′, w′), hence
u =E u′γ. These two substitutions play very different roles, it is
important to keep them separate. In particular, the substitution γ is
not preserving in general, but does not rewrite. On the other hand,
the substitution θ is preserving and rewrites.

Example 3.3. Consider the plain rewrite system {f(f(x))→ x}.
Let s def

= f(f(f(a))), P
def
= {Λ, 11}, r def

= f(f(f(f(f(f(f(a))))))),

t
def
= f(f(f(a))), Q

def
= {1, 11111}. Then, s

P
⇐=⊗ r def

=
Q
⊗=⇒ t. Let

now u
def
= f(f(f(f(f(z))))), O

def
= {Λ, 11}, v def

= f(z), O′
def
=

{1}, w def
= f(f(f(z))). Then , v

O
⇐=⊗u def

=
O′
⊗=⇒w. Let now

θ
def
= {z 7→ f(f(a))}, P ′z def

= { }, σ def
= {z 7→ f(f(a))}, Q′z def

=

{111}, τ def
= {z 7→ a}. Then zσ

P ′
⇐=⊗ zθ

Q′

⊗=⇒ zτ .

Note that the absence of an equational theory E and the linear-
ity of the lefthand side of the rule f(f(x)) → x implies that γ is
the identity. Then, u′ = u, v′ = v, w′ = w.

Proof. Since Λ∈P , r must be SE normal by definition of higher-
order rewriting, as well as its subterms. By assumption on P,Q,
the two rewrites from r overlap. Let O,O′ be the maximal prefixes
of P,Q, (that is, ∀p ∈ P (p ≤P P ⇒ p ∈ O) and ∀q ∈ Q(q ≤P
Q⇒ q ∈Q)), such that (i, O= {Oi}i∈I , j, O′= {O′j}j∈J) defines
a nested overlap (r, i, O, j, O′) whose associated nested peak is

s′
O
⇐=⊗
i

r
O′
⊗=⇒
j

t′ for some s′, t′.

By the construction of pre-seeds, O∪O′ is a non-empty prefix
of P∪Q (this is of course not true of arbitrary prefixes of P,Q). Let
thenN def

= ((P∪Q)\(O∪O′))min and u def
= r[z]N , hence r=u[θ] for

some θ normal of domain z such that zθ is either an i-redex or a
j-redex, hence is headed by a symbol from Σho. The substitution
θ is therefore preserving. By Lemma 3.3, P = O ⊗u P ′ and
Q=O′⊗uQ′. By definition of orthogonal rewriting and maximality
of O,O′, the positions n∈N do not belong to any set of the form
p · {o <P FL ∪ FG} unless p = n or q · {o <P FL ∪ FG} unless

q = n. Hence u[θ]
O⊗rP ′
⊗=⇒
i

v[σ] for some σ and u[θ]
O′⊗rQ′

⊗=⇒
j

w[τ ]

for some τ by Lemma 3.8 applied twice. Therefore s = v[σ] and
t=v[τ ] by Corollary 3.5 applied twice.

We have got the peaks v
O
⇐=⊗
i

u
O′
⊗=⇒
j

w and σ
P ′
⇐=⊗
i

θ
Q′

⊗=⇒
j

τ .

By Lemma 3.12,
∧
i∈I,p∈O u|p =SE Liσi and

∧
j∈J,q∈O′ u|q =SE

Gjτj , where {Li}i∈I and {Gi}j∈J are variable renamings of
L,G sharing no variables among themselves nor with u. Hence∧
i∈I,p∈O,j∈J,q∈O′ u|p =SE Liσi ∧ u|q =SE Gjτj holds. Thanks to

the conditions on variables of Li, Gj , the corresponding pre-seeds
unification problem is therefore unifiable modulo SE. By property
of most general SE-unifiers, σi =SE ϕγ and τj =SE ϕγ for
some substitutions ϕ of domain

⋃
i∈I Dom(σi)∪

⋃
j∈J Dom(τj)

and γ. Note that we use the fact that the substitutions from the set
{σi, τj}i∈I,j∈J have pairwise disjoint domains.

Let u′ = Lϕ ↓SE . By Lemma 3.10, v′
O
⇐=⊗
i

u′
O′
⊗=⇒
j

w′. By

the Church-Rosser property of (S,E), u =E u′γ ↓SE . Hence
v =E v′γ ↓ and w =E w′γ ↓ by Corollary 3.5 and the Church-
Rosser property of (S,E). This ends the proof.

4. Decreasing diagrams for labelled rewriting
Our goal is to prove confluence on untyped terms. Since beta-
reductions do not terminate on their set, we shall use van Oostrom’s
technique relying on the existence of a decreasing diagram for each
local peak [28]. Since functional rewrites operate modulo variable
renaming, we shall also use Jouannaud and Liu’s extension of van
Oostrom’s decreasing diagram completeness property, for which
commutation plays a central role [18].

Labelled rewriting. Labelled rewriting is a basic notion underly-
ing decreasing diagrams. A labelled binary relation on an abstract
set is denoted by u m−→v, where m is an element of a set L of la-
bels equipped with a partial quasi-order � which strict part � is
well-founded. We writem = n (resp.,m#n) for equivalent (resp.,
incomparable) labels m,n, and α� l (resp., l�α) if m� l (resp.,
l �m) for all m in the multiset (or sequence) α of labels.

Decreasing diagrams [30].

Definition 4.1 (Local diagram). Given a labelled relation −→ on
an abstract set, a local diagram D is a pair made of a local peak
Dpeak

def
= v←− u−→ w and a conversion Dconv

def
= v←→←→w.

Definition 4.2 (Decreasing local diagram). A local diagram with
peak v m←−u n−→w is decreasing if its joining conversion has the

form v
α←→←→ s

n−→s′ γ←→←→ t′
m←−t β←→←→w, with labels in α (resp. β,

resp. γ) strictly smaller than m (resp. n, resp. m or n). s n−→s′

and t′ m←−t (resp., v α−→−→ s, t
β←−←−w, resp., s′

γ←→←→ t′) are called
the facing (resp. side, resp. middle) steps of the conversion.



Decreasing diagrams are abbreviated as DDs. A facing step of a
decreasing diagram may be missing, its side steps are then absorbed
by the middle ones. This is the case if m� n (or n�m).

Theorem 4.1 ([30]). A labelled, abstract rewriting relation is
Church-Rosser if all its local peaks have a decreasing diagram.
Conversely, any confluent relation on a countable set can be la-
belled so that all its local peaks have decreasing diagrams.

The modulo case. van Oostrom’s theorem generalizes to rewrite
relations modulo an equational theory. Its converse requires two
further properties: that rewriting commutes over the equational
theory and that the set of labels is increased by a new minimum
label reserved for the equational steps [18]. This generalization of
van Oostrom’s theorem will be applied later to =⇒βα .

5. Confluence in λΠMod
We now consider the Church-Rosser property of the rewrite rela-
tion used in λΠMod on untyped terms, generated by the rewrit-
ing system whose pieces have been described in Section 2. As
usual, it is essential to choose carefully the relation to work with.
For the method to be sound, it must contain rewriting and define
the same convertibility relation as the one generated by the set of
rules/equations. In case of non-terminating rewrites, non-linearities
make it difficult to get decreasing diagrams for ancestor peaks since
there can only be one facing step on each side of the joining con-
version. The usual way out is to impose left-linearity (for non-
confined variables is actually enough) and use some form of par-
allel rewriting to handle non-right-linearities. First-order rewrites
having a small label will not need parallel rewriting, but β-rewrites
will in case they take place below a first-order rewrite. Higher-order
rewrite steps will require a label bigger than the other steps, so
that the latters can be neglected when needed. Parallel higher-order
rewriting will be needed again, but is no more sufficient: paral-
lel higher-order rewrites taking place below a beta-step may now
become both duplicated and nested, making orthogonal rewriting
necessary to get decreasing diagrams. The various rewrite steps to
be considered in an arbitrary conversion, from which all local peaks
and cliffs must be replaced by decreasing diagrams, are therefore:

−→
(Rfo,Scd,Ecd)

∪←→
Ecd
∪=⇒

β
∪ =α ∪ ⊗=⇒

(Rho,S,E)

We shall also use when needed the notation −→ as an abbrevi-

ation for −→
(Rfo,Scd,Ecd)

∪ −→
β0
∪ =⇒

(β 6=0,α)
∪ ⊗=⇒

(Rho,S,E)
.

5.1 Labelling rewrites
We label each rewrite or equational step by a pair 〈m,n, p〉, where
m is a natural number indicating the rewrite category, n is a natural
number or a term, and p is the rewrite position or set of positions,
which is used here for convenience, not for comparing labels.
Labels do not depend upon the direction of a rewrite step. Labels
are compared lexicographically, using the order on natural numbers
for all their components but terms, which are compared in the order
defined by the termination property of (Rfo, Scd, Ecd).

Rewrite m n

u =α v 0 0

u←→p
Ecd

v 0 1

u−→p
(Rfo,Scd,Ecd)

v 1 u

u=⇒P
β v 2 // canonical labelling

u⊗=⇒Q
i∈Rho

v 3 i

There are three different categories of rewrite steps: first-order,
functional and higher-order, and two kinds of equational steps: first-
order and functional. The label’s structure obeys two important
principles. First, only the second label matters for homogeneous
local peaks, which use a rewrite of the same category on both sides
of the peak. On the other hand, finding decreasing diagrams for
heterogeneous local peaks relies on the first label’s component.

Equalities in Ecd and α-conversion are treated very differently.
While the later is considered as an equational theory for which all
rewrites commute over,←→Ecd

is considered instead as a symmet-
ric rewrite relation whose local peaks with the other three rewrite
relations, called cliffs, must have decreasing diagrams like the other
local peaks. This subtlety eases the use of the completeness the-
orem for decreasing diagrams modulo, for which =α-steps must
have the same label, minimum among all labels [18].

5.2 Decreasing reductions
So far, we have used essentially preserving substitutions replac-
ing subterms at variable positions, since this is the essential notion
needed in the definition of orthogonal rewriting. However, Theo-
rem 3.1 introduces substitutions that are not preserving. Their use
requires a specific treatment carried out now.

Definition 5.1. Given a normal term u, a rewrite step u Λ−→v is
collapsing if v is a non-confined variable or an abstraction.

The following property follows directly from the definition:

Lemma 5.2. Non-collapsing rewrites preserve β0-normal forms.

As a preparation for the study of critical higher-order peaks,
we define below in two steps, reductions which are intended to be
decreasing for all instantiations.

Definition 5.3. A derivation is called eager-normal if of the form
u−→−→
SE

u↓SE=E s or u−→−→
SE

u↓SE=E s−→
i
t−→−→ v where s−→

i
t is

called an essential step, and t−→−→ v is an eager-normal derivation.

Note that the essential step cannot be a simplification step, since
(S,E) is Church-Rosser and terminating, and u↓SE is normal.

Lemma 5.4. Let u be a normal term st u−→−→ v is an eager-normal
derivation whose essential steps are non-collapsing. Then, given σ,
there is an eager-normal derivation from uσ to vσ whose essential
steps use the same rules and are non-collapsing.

Note that there is no need to normalize uσ and vσ here, since
this is done anyway in the definition of an eager-normal derivation.

Note also that the assumption that essential steps are non-
collapsing is crucial: otherwise, instantiation of variables by ab-
stractions could create new β0-redexes.

Proof. By induction on the sequence, assuming wlog that σ is
normal. Let u−→−→

SE
u ↓SE=E s be the SE-normalization prefix

of the reduction. Since (S,E) is Church-Rosser, then uσ↓SE=E

sσ ↓SE . If s = v, we are done. Otherwise, s
p−→
i
t with i ∈

{β} ∪ Rfo ∪ Rho, and t−→−→ v is eager-normal. First, sσ ↓SE=

(sσ[sσ|p]p)↓SE=(sσ[s|pσ]p)↓SE=
(sσ[(s|pσ)↓SE ]p)↓SE . There are three cases:

• i = β. Then s|p = (λx.w w′) and t = s[w{x 7→ w′}]p, where
w,w′ are normal and s|p is not a β0-redex. Now, s|pσ↓SE=

(λx.wσ↓SE w′σ↓SE )
Λ−→
β
wσ↓SE {x 7→ w′σ↓SE}. Hence

sσ↓SE
p−→
β

(sσ[wσ↓SE {x 7→ w′σ↓SE}]p)↓SE
−→−→
SE

(sσ[wσ{x 7→ w′σ}]p)↓SE=E tσ↓SE .



• i : l → r ∈ Rfo. Then, s|p−→
i
t|p. Since σ is normal and rule

i is first-order, (s|pσ)↓SE= (s|pσ)↓ScdEcd
−→
i

(t|pσ)↓ScdEcd
=

(t|pσ)↓SE . Hence sσ↓SE
p−→
i

(tσ[(t|pσ)↓SE ]p)↓SE= tσ↓SE .
• i ∈ Rho. Follows from Lemma 2.12.

In all cases, we proceed by induction on t−→−→ v to obtain the
announced eager-normal reduction ending in vσ↓.

These results extend straightforwardly to eager-normal reduc-
tions having orthogonal steps, by expanding them first, and then
folding them again.

Definition 5.5. Given a local peak (v, u, w) labelled 〈m ∈
{1, 3}, i, P 〉 and 〈3, j, Q〉 from u to v and u to w respectively,
a decreasing reduction is a derivation from some term s st

(i) s ∈ {v, w} and all steps have a label strictly smaller than
either 〈m, i〉 or 〈3, j〉 ; or

(ii) m = 3 and s = v · · · 〈l,q〉−→
k
· · ·

〈3,j〉
⊗=⇒
j
· · · 〈l

′,q′〉−→
k′
· · · with

l�〈3, i〉 and l′�〈3,max(i, j)〉 (the case s = w is symmetrical).
A non-collapsing eager-normal decreasing reduction is called

strongly decreasing (SDR).

The main restriction of an SDR is that the first form applies
when m = 1 and s = v, and therefore no facing step is allowed
in this case. This is because normalization β0-steps would other-
wise be necessary before the facing step, which would contradict
van Oostrom’s condition for decreasing diagrams. Although this
restriction is satisfied by our example, it is not very satisfactory,
and believe it is non-necessary. The reason is that, given a higher-
order step at position p, it is possible to hide the β0-steps taking
place before at positions below p, by including them to the defini-
tion of the higher-order rewrite at p. We have not tried this idea yet
because our example satisfies the restriction.

Being an eager-normal decreasing reduction is of course no real
restriction, but the absence of collapsing essential steps is. How-
ever, since higher-order rewrites are non-collapsing by Assump-
tion 6 (i,ii), the only further restriction is that β-steps and first-order
steps are non-collapsing. And since typed first-order rewrites can-
not pop-up abstractions, only collapsing β-steps are indeed forbid-
den, a quite weak restriction for practice. This restriction is satisfied
as well by our example.

Example 5.1. An example of SDR which is not a develomment.

Given the previous local peak (v, u, w), we use the notation
⇒<m, i;n, j>⇒ for SDRs originating from v, and ⇔<m, i;n, j>⇔
for those originating from w. We sometimes omit unnecessary
components of these 4-tuples.

As a consequence of Lemma 5.4, we get:

Corollary 5.6 (Stability of SDRs). Let u⇒<m, i;n, j>⇒w be an
SDR. Given σ, there is an SDR uσ⇒<m, i;n, j>⇒wσ.

An important property for constructing decreasing diagrams for
higher-order local peaks is the ability to permute steps taking place
in the term u and the capturing substitution σ of a term u[σ] so as to
bring together distant orthogonal i-steps taking place respectively
in u and σ and merge them in a single orthogonal i-step taking
place in u[σ]. This is possible for strongly decreasing reductions,
thanks again to the non-collapsing assumption (for the essential
steps behind the facing higher-order step would suffice here).

Lemma 5.7. Let σ preserving such that s[σ]−→
i
t[σ]−→

j
t[τ ]. Then,

s[σ]−→
j
s[τ ]−→−→

SE
−→
i
−→−→
SE

t[τ ]↓SE .

Proof. The case where j a higher-order rewrite follows from Corol-
lary 3.7. If j is a β-rewrite or a first-order rewrite and i is a higher-
order rewrite, the use of Lemma 2.12 introduces extra rewrites steps
with SE . Other cases are straightforward.

Lemma 5.8. Let s be a normal term and σ is a preserving sub-
stitution such that s⇒<k, j; 3, i>⇒u and σ⇒<k, j; 3, i>⇒ θ are
two SDRs. Then, there is an SDR s[σ]⇒<k, j; 3, i>⇒u[θ].

Proof. By definition of an SDR, s[σ]
�〈k,j〉−→−→ s1[σ]⊗=⇒

〈3,i〉
s2[σ]

�〈3,i〉,〈k,j〉−→−→ u[σ]
�〈k,j〉−→−→ u[σ1]⊗=⇒

〈3,i〉
u[σ2]

�〈3,i〉,〈k,j〉−→−→ u[θ].

We shall recursively transform this derivation until the sub-
derivation between the two orthogonal steps is empty, in which
case they can be merged by definition of orthogonal rewrites. The
induction is on the pair (m,n) where m is the number of �i, j-
steps between both orthogonal i-steps, and m is the number of
contiguous �j-steps to the left of the rightmost orthogonal i-step.
There are four cases:

1. m = n = 0. This is the basic case of the induction. The
result follows by merging both orthogonal steps thanks to the
definition of orthogonal rewrites.

2. m = 0 and n 6= 0. Then, we move the leftmost orthogonal
i-step to the right thanks to Lemma 5.7, which decreases n by
one and leaves m unchanged.

3. m 6= 0 and n = 0. Then, we move the rightmost �i, j-step over
the rightmost orthogonal i-step by using Lemma 5.7, which
decreases m by one.

4. m,n 6= 0. Then, we move the rightmost �i, j-step over the
following �j-step by using Lemma 5.7, which decreases n by
one and leaves m unchanged.

In all cases but the first, we conclude by induction hypothesis.

In the sequel, we call strongly decreasing diagrams (SDDs)
those that use strongly decreasing reductions on both sides.

5.3 DDs for first-order local peaks and cliffs
Decreasing diagrams result from our assumption that the equational
rewrite system (Rfo, Scd, Ecd) is Church-Rosser and terminating:

Corollary 5.9. Homogeneous first-order local peaks and cliffs
have decreasing diagrams.

There is a subtlety in the proof. Consider a local peak s
p←−
i
u

q−→
j
t.

By the Church-Rosser assumption, s−→−→ v =Ecd w←−←− t. Every

term r ∈ {s, . . . , v, w, . . . , t} is strictly smaller than u. Since
the labels of the peak are both equal to 〈1, u〉, it does not matter
whether the first component of the label of the step originating from
r is 1 or 0. And since one of these two labels suffices to make the di-
agram decreasing, the argument applies as well if i ∈ Rfo, j ∈ Scd

or i ∈ Rfo, j ∈ Ecd. If i ∈ Scd and j ∈ Scd ∪ Ecd, then u must be
confined. Then, all rewrites must be confined and hence have 0 as
their label’s first component.

5.4 DDs for functional local peaks
By parallel canonical labelling, we mean the canonical labelling
of the relation =⇒βα , which is Church-Rosser modulo =α on
untyped terms since this is already true of −→βα. We therefore
apply the generalisation of van Oostrom’s theorem rather than the
original version, using the property that =⇒β commutes over =α.

Note that we need to repeat the same reasonning done previ-
ously to account for the fact that the labels of β0-steps and the other
β-steps are different. Again, the key is that the former are smaller.



The fact that they are plain steps rather than parallel steps does not
harm because plain steps are particular parallel steps.

Labelling the functional rewrite steps requires further use of an
erasing interpretation before to take the parallel canonical labelling,
to ensure its invariance by a first-order rewrite taking place below,
which will be needed for the analysis of functional/first-order local
peaks. Our interpretation is a homomorphism from untyped terms
of λΠMod to terms of a lambda calculus enriched with a list
construction of variable arity denoted by {_}. The vector operation
over lists is interpreted as concatenation. Lists of lists are flattened.
Given a term in which no variable is bound twice,

[|(s t)|] def
= {([|s|] [|t|])} [|f(s)|] def

= {[|s|]} [|x ∈ X|] def
= {x}

[|λx : t.s|] def
= {λx : [|t|].[|s|]} [|Πx : s.t|] def

= {Π([|s|], [|t|])}
Positions in a list {u} are as expected, as are the extension of λΠ-
constructors from terms to lists of terms.

Being non-erasing homomorphisms by Assumption 4(ii), inter-
pretations are compatible with labelling local functional peaks:

Lemma 5.10. Assume s|p = (λx.v w) for some p ∈ Pos(s).
Then, [|s|] q−→

β
[|s|][[|v|]{x 7→ [|w|]}]q for some q ∈ Pos([|s|]).

This justifies the use of the completeness theorem for the
lambda-calculus of interpreted terms.

Corollary 5.11. Homogeneous functional local peaks and cliffs
have decreasing diagrams.

5.5 DDs for functional/first-order peaks and cliffs
Interpretations are compatible with Rfo-rewriting as well:

Lemma 5.12. Let s−→
Rfo

t. Then, [|s|] = [|t|].

Proof. Follows from the assumption that non-confined variables
in first-order rules appear linearly. Note that algebraic terms, in
particular confined ones, are interpreted by the empty list.

Corollary 5.13. Heterogeneous functional/first-order local peaks
and cliffs have decreasing diagrams.

Proof. Consider the local peak v
〈2,m,P 〉⇐===

β
u
〈1,n,p〉
−−−→

i
w with i : l→ r ∈

Rfo. Since no critical peak is possible here, P = P# ∪ Q where

P##p is maximal. By (DP)w
P#
=⇒
β
s

q←−
i
v′, with v′ = u and s = w

if P# = ∅. If Q = ∅, we are done. Otherwise, there are two cases:
– P = P# ∪ {q} with p >P q. Since (β) is left-linear,

v−→−→
i

t
Q⇐=
β
s for some t by (LAP). Hence t P⇐=

β
w.

– P = P#∪Q with Q >P p. Since Q is not empty, the β-
redexes at Q are below non-confined variables of l, hence linear

by Assumption 4(ii). By (LAP), v
p−→
i
t
Q′
⇐=
β
s for some t, where

Q′≥P p, hence Q′#P#. Therefore, we obtain t
P#∪Q′
⇐===
β

w.

In both cases, the label of the parallel β-step from w is 〈2,m,Q′〉
by Lemma 5.12, resulting in a decreasing diagram from v to w.

The case of cliffs is similar, even simpler: a β-step cannot occur
below an equational step since equations in Ecd are confined.

5.6 DDs for higher-order local peaks
Since typed first-order rewrites cannot pop-up abstractions, the
following assumption is not very different from expected:

Critical peak assumption 1: Higher-order nested critical peaks
have strongly decreasing diagrams.

u

=

P

+

v

=

Q
+

w

=

r[γ]
Λ

s[γ]
P ′ +

s[σ]

Q
+

r[τ ]

Q′′+
Λ

s[τ ]

LAP

+
+

s[θ]

IND

+

×
PERMUTATIO

N

Figure 3. DD for higher-order ancestor peaks

We now show that local peaks v
〈3,i,P 〉
⇐=⊗
i

u
〈3,j,Q〉
⊗=⇒
j

w of orthogonal

higher-order rewriting have strongly decreasing diagrams under
Critical peak assumption 1, by induction on the size of the term
obtained from u by removing its confined subterms.

We consider first the case of a single top step for which (P ∪
Q)min ={p}, assuming wlog that p=Λ∈P .

LetO∪O′ be the maximal subset of P∪Q such that (i, O, j, O′)
defines a nested critical overlap. There are two cases depending
upon the possible emptiness of O∪O′.

1. O=O′=∅, the non-overlapping case shown at Figure 3.
Let r = u[z](P\{Λ}∪Q)min

and u = r[γ]. By Lemma 3.3,
P = {Λ}⊗rP ′ and Q= ∅⊗rQ′. By Lemma 3.8, we get v =

s[σ]
{Λ}⊗P ′

⇐=⊗
i

r[γ]
∅⊗Q′

⊗=⇒
j

r[τ ] = w. We now decompose the step

from u to v into its constituents: r[γ]
Λ
⊗=⇒
i

s[γ], γ
P ′
⊗=⇒
i

σ. By

Corollary 3.7, s[γ]
Q′′

⊗=⇒
j

s[τ ]
Λ←−
i
r[τ ]. We are done if P ′=∅,

otherwise we get smaller peaks xσ
P ′
x⇐=⊗
i

xγ
Q′
x⊗=⇒
j

xτ . By induc-

tion hypothesis, they have SDRs xσ⇒<i; j>⇒xθ⇔<i; j>⇔xτ .
By (DP), these SDRs can be amalgamated to form an SDR for
the peak s[σ]⇐=⊗

i
s[γ]⊗=⇒

j
s[τ ]. We finally get an SDR for

our starting peak s[σ]⇐=⊗
i

r[γ]⊗=⇒
j

r[τ ] by Lemma 5.8.

2. O ∪ O′ 6= ∅, the overlapping case shown at Figure 4. By
Theorem 3.1, ∃u′, s′, t′, r, s, t, θ, γ, σ, τ, ϕ, O,O′, P ′, Q′ st
(i) u=u′[θ], u′=E rγ↓, s′=E sγ↓SE , t′=E tγ↓SE ,
(ii) P =O ⊗ P ′, Q=O′ ⊗Q′,

(iii) s
O
⇐=⊗
i

r
O′
⊗=⇒
j

t is a nested critical peak,

(iv) θ is a preserving substitution such that σ
P ′
⇐=⊗
i

θ
Q′

⊗=⇒
j

τ .

By Lemma 3.8, u = u′[θ]
O
⊗=⇒
i

s′[θ]
P ′
⊗=⇒
i

s′[σ] = v, hence

u′
O
⊗=⇒
i

s′ and θ
P ′
⊗=⇒
i

σ. Likewise, u′[θ]
O′
⊗=⇒
i

t′[θ]
Q′

⊗=⇒
j

t′[τ ]=

w, hence u′
O′
⊗=⇒
i

t′ and θ
Q′

⊗=⇒
i

τ .



u

=

u′[θ]

=E
O

+

s′[θ]
=E

O′+

t′[θ]

=E
P ′ +

v = s′[σ]

=E

Q′+

t′[τ ]= w

=E

rγ[θ]
O

+

sγ↓[θ]

O′+

tγ↓[θ]
P ′ +

sγ↓[σ]

Q′+

tγ↓[τ ]
+ +

mγ↓[θ]

CP
Lemma

Stability
of SDRs

+
P2 +

mγ↓[σ]

COMM
Lemmas +

Q2+

mγ↓[τ ]
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Figure 4. DD for higher-order overlapping peaks

Since u is normal by assumption that Λ ∈ P , then u′ and θ
are normal, hence rγ is normal by Lemma 2.9. It follows that
r and γ are normal. By Lemma 2.16, s, t are normal. However,
sγ, tγ need not be normal since there is no reason why γ

should be preserving. Hence rγ
O
⊗=⇒
i

sγ↓SE by Lemma 2.12.

Likewise, rγ
O′
⊗=⇒
i

tγ↓SE . Further, by Definition 3.1, sγ↓SE

[θ]
∅⊗sγP ′

⊗=⇒
i

sγ↓SE [σ] and tγ↓SE [θ]
∅⊗tγQ′

⊗=⇒
j

tγ↓SE [τ ].

By Critical pair assumption 1, there is a strongly decreasing

diagram for the nested critical peak s
O
⇐=⊗
i

r
O′
⊗=⇒
j

t, hence

s⇒<i; j>⇒m⇔<i; j>⇔ t. Note that m is normal by defini-
tion of an SDR, but, again, mγ need not be. By stability of
SDRs sγ↓SE ⇒<i; j>⇒mγ↓SE ⇔<i; j>⇔ tγ↓ is a strongly
decreasing diagram as well.
Because θ is preserving, all our rewrite relations are stable,
hence sγ ↓SE [θ]⇒<i; j>⇒mγ ↓SE [θ]⇔<i; j>⇔ tγ ↓SE [θ].
By Corollary 3.7(LAP), sγ↓SE [σ]⇒<i; j>⇒mγ↓SE [σ]
P2⇐=⊗
i

mγ↓SE [θ] and tγ↓SE [τ ]⇒<j; i>⇒mγ↓SE [τ ]
Q2⇐=⊗
j

mγ↓SE[θ]. This yields a new local peak mγ↓SE[σ]
P2⇐=⊗
i

mγ↓SE [θ]
Q2⊗=⇒
j

mγ↓SE [τ ], which is strictly smaller than the

one we started from.

By induction hypothesis, the local peaks xσ
(P2)x⇐=⊗
i

xθ
(Q2)x⊗=⇒
j

xτ

have SDDs xσ⇒<i; j>⇒xϕ⇔<i; j>⇔xτ for some substitu-
tion ϕ. We have now got a succession of two SDRs from v:
v =E sγ↓SE[σ]⇒<i; j>⇒mγ↓SE [σ]⇒<i; j>⇒mγ↓SE [ϕ].
By Lemma 2.9, the initial =E-step can be eliminated to give
an SDR v⇒<i; j>⇒mγ↓SE [σ]. Lemma 5.8 then provides us
with an SDR v⇒<i; j>⇒mγ ↓SE [ϕ]. Likewise, there is an
SDR w⇒<j; i>⇒mγ↓SE[ϕ]. Together, these SDRs constitute
a strongly decreasing diagram for the starting peak.

We now consider the general case where O = (P ∪ Q)min =
{ok}k, Pk = {p ∈ P : p ≥P ok}, Qk = {q ∈ Q : q ≥P ok},
and Ok = Pk ∪Qk. We can then apply the previous result to each
Ok and then combine the resulting strongly decreasing diagrams

for peaks v
〈3,i,Pk〉⇐=⊗
Rho

u
〈3,j,Qk〉⊗=⇒
Rho

w by using (DP) and Lemma 5.8 to

get a strongly decreasing diagram. Here, the facing i-steps (resp.
j-steps) will be combined into a single i-step (resp. j-step) since
they occur at parallel positions.

Corollary 5.14. Homogeneous higher-order local peaks have de-
creasing diagrams under Critical peak assumption 1.

5.7 DDs for first-order/higher-order local peaks and cliffs
Because pattern matching the lefthand side of a higher-order rule
preserves its top function symbol –which belongs to Σho by as-
sumption 5–, it cannot overlap the lefthand side of a first-order rule
which is entirely built from the first-order signature.

Simplification rules can of course overlap higher-order rules
at strict subterms, but they need not be taken into account since
higher-order rewriting uses pattern matching modulo the confined
theory. Critical pairs are therefore obtained, as for rewriting mod-
ulo, by unifying modulo SE the left-hand side l of a rule l→ r ∈
Rfo with a strict subterm L|p of a rule L→R∈Rho. A key property
originating from the definition of higher-order rewriting is that no
equation from E can take place on the path from its root to the po-
sition p when firing the rule L → R, a crucial condition for these
critical pairs modulo to make sense.

Critical peak assumption 2: Critical peaks of first-order rules
onto higher-order rules have strongly decreasing diagrams.

Let v
〈1,m,p〉
←−−−

j:l→r∈Rfo

u
〈3,i,Q〉
⊗=⇒

i:L→R∈Rho

w. The construction of a decreas-

ing diagram is by induction on the size of u modified as before.
Let P = (Q ∪ {p})min. We consider first the case where P is a
singleton. There are three cases:

• P ={p}. No overlap of L onto l is possible, as already noticed.

Let s= u[z]Qmin for fresh z and s[σ]
def
= u. Since non-confined

variables in l are linear, s rewrites at p with rule j.
By Lemma 3.3, Q = ∅ ⊗s Q′. Therefore, by Lemma 3.8,

v= t[σ]
p←−
j
s[σ]

∅⊗sQ′

⊗=⇒
i

s[τ ] =w. Hence t[σ]
Q′′

⊗=⇒
i

t[τ ]
p←−
j
s[τ ]

for some Q′′ by Corollary 3.7.

• P = {q∈Q}, and (Q\{q})∪{p} ≥P q · F funL , implying that
there are no overlap of l onto the i-redex at position q. This case
is shown at Figure ??.

Let r def
= u[z]((Q\{q})∪{p})min and r[γ]

def
= u, hence r, γ are

normal. For each z, zγ is headed by a symbol in Σfo ∪Σho,
hence γ is preserving. By Lemma 3.3, Q = {q} ⊗r Q′. By

Lemma 3.8, r[γ]
q−→
i
s[γ]

Q′

⊗=⇒
i

s[τ ] = w. Now, p = q′ · p′ for

some q′ ∈ ((Q \ {q}) ∪ {p})min (possibly, p′ = Λ). Let z =

r|q′ . Then, zσ
p′←−
j
zγ

Q′
z⊗=⇒
i

zτ . By induction hypothesis, we

have zσ⇒<1,m; 3, i>⇒ zθ⇔<1,m; 3, i>⇔ zτ , a decreasing
diagram for this local peak.

Let now σ(z)
def
= zσ, θ(z) def

= zθ, σ(x)
def
= γ(x) and θ(x)

def
= xτ

for x 6= z. Rewriting zγ to zσ with the first-order rule j may of
course create (Scd)Ecd

-redexes, hence we cannot apply (LAP)
here to rewrite from v = r[γ] to s[σ]. Instead, we need to first
normalize, which will then enable the higher-order rewriting
step at position q in v: v ∗−→

(Scd)Ecd

r[σ ↓SE ]
q−→
i
s[σ], an SDR.

Applying now the permutation lemma 5.8 to the derivation from
r[σ] to s[θ] yields a decreasing diagram for the starting peak.

• P = {q 6= p} and p <P q ·FL. This case is shown at Figure 5.
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Figure 5. DD for first-order/higher-order overlapping peaks

Let r def
= u[z](Q\{q})min . By the same token again, r

p−→
j
s, hence

r[γ]
p−→
j
s[γ] by stability under substitution of non-confined

variables. By Lemma 3.3, Q = {q} ⊗r Q′. By Lemma 3.8,

u=r[γ]
q−→
j
t[γ]

Q′

⊗=⇒ t[τ ]=w.

Since symbols at q, p are different by signature assumption,
then p 6= q. Then, p∈q·(FPos(L)\({Λ}∪(≥P (F funL ∪F cdL )))).
Therefore, by definition of higher-order rewriting, L|p′θ =
u|p =E lθ for some θ, p′ with p = q·p′, assumingL and l share
no variable, and therefore θ =E σδ, where σ is a most general

E-unifier of the equation L|p′ = l, and Rσ Λ←−
i
Lσ

p′−→
j
L[rσ] is

a critical peak of j onto i. By assumption, this peak has a critical
diagram. The proof then follows the case of nested critical peak.

The case where (P ∪ {p})min is not a singleton set follows the
same schema as for HO/HO local peaks, using now (DP).

Corollary 5.15. Heterogeneous first-order/higher-order local
peaks have decreasing diagrams under Critical peak assumption 2.

5.8 DDs for functional/higher-order local peaks
We omit here the treatment of plain β0-steps which are a particular
case of that of parallel β-step.

Let v
〈2,n,P 〉⇐===

β
u
〈3,i,Q〉
⊗=⇒
Rho

w. By induction on |P |, we prove the ex-

istence of a decreasing diagram of the form v
Q′

⊗=⇒
i

t⇐=⇐=
β
w. Since

β-rewrites have a smaller category, this diagram is decreasing. By

definition of parallel rewriting, u
p−→
β
v′
P\{p}
=⇒
β

v. Assume the result

is true for a single beta-reduction considered as a parallel one. Then

v′
Q′

⊗=⇒
i

s⇐=⇐=
β
w. We then conclude by induction hypothesis.

We now sketch the case of a single beta-rewrite from u at some
position p, and assume that p ≥P q, where q is the position of
a higher-order rewrite L → R. Since lefthand sides of higher-
order rules are beta-normal, p must be below the fringe of L. Then,
by Lemma 2.17, the position p is preserved by the higher-order
rewrite at q. If instead q >P p, we know that q is preserved by the
rewrite at p. It follows that the situation is very much like the first-
order/higher-order heterogeneous peaks, with the exception that a
beta-rewrite at p may stack redexes occurring below p. This is the
reason for introducing orthogonal higher-order rewrites.

Corollary 5.16. Heterogeneous functional/higher-order local peaks
have decreasing diagrams.

5.9 The confluence theorem
Theorem 5.1. λΠMod equiped with a set of rules and equations
(Rfo, Scd,Ecd,Rho) satisfying all our assumptions is Church-Rosser
modulo α ∪ Ecd on untyped terms.

6. Encoding Coq’s universes in λΠMod
Encodings follow a well-understood schema [12]: statements and
proofs in a given system are encoded in Dedukti so as to preserve
the provability relationship. Further, encodings must be shallow so
as to get proof terms. This is especially easy in Dedukti thanks to
the user-defined syntax and rewrite rules.

The signature. The encoding uses function symbols to represent
sorts, types and terms of CIC. Knowledge of CCU∞⊆ is assumed to
understand the rules. Appropriate expositions are [2, 3, 26].

The specification has 3 type constructors, Sort,U and T. The
name Sort comes from PTSs. Other declared symbols allow us to
build objects and the dependent types they inhabit.

Sort is the type for universes in our encoding, starting with
the impredicative universe Prop and continuing with the pred-
icative ones. For convenience, we call them 0, 1, . . ., so as to be
represented by a copy of the natural numbers generated by three
constructors, 0, 1 and +. This perhaps uncommon presentation of
the natural numbers is instrumental in obtaining a finite Church-
Rosser system. The symbols U and T represent, respectively, the
type of codes and the decoding function of universes. Finally, u(i),
↑(i, a), ⇑(i, a) and π(i, j, a, b) are codes for respectively, the type
U(i+ 1), the type lifted one level from some type U(i), the type
lifted n level from the type U(0), and for Π-types.

Variables i, j are of type Sort. Variables a and b are used as the
third and fourth argument of π respectively.

Sort : ∗
0, 1 : Sort
+2 : Πi : Sort .Πj : Sort .Sort
max2 : Πi : Sort .Πj : Sort .Sort
rule2 : Πi : Sort .Πj : Sort .Sort

U1 : Πi : Sort . ∗
T2 : Πi : Sort .Πa : U(i). ∗
u1 : Πi : Sort .U(i+ 1)

↑2 : Πi : Sort .Πa : U(i).U(i+ 1)
⇑2 : Πi : Sort .Πa : U(0).U(i)
π4 : Πi : Sort .Πj : Sort .Πa : U(i).

Πb : (Πx : T(i, a).U(j)).U(rule(i, j))

The rewrite system. The constructor + is associatif, commutatif,
and has 0 as identity element. Since it is a constructor, that is,
it never occurs as the head of a lefthand side of rules, no rule
extension is needed [15]. We take the liberty to use an infix notation
for +, the abbreviation 2 for 1 + 1, and a varyadic number of
arguments to ease the readability of sums.

1 : max(i, i+ j) →
m1

i+ j

2 : max(i+ j, j) →
m2

i+ j

3 : rule(i, 0) →
m3

0

4 : rule(i, j+ 1) →
r1

max(i, j+ 1)

5 : ⇑(0, a) →
l1

a

6 : ⇑(i+ 1, a) →
l2

↑(i,⇑(i, a))

The rules for max, rule and ⇑ are self explanatory. Note that the
rewrite rules for rule encodes the impredicativity of Prop, encoded
by 0 of type Sort. The name rule comes from PTSs again.



7 : π(i+ 1, i+ j+ 1, ↑(i, a), b) →
p1

π(i, i+ j+ 1, a, b)

8 : π(i+ j+ 2, j+ 1, ↑(i+ j+ 1, a), b)
→
p2

↑(i+ j+ 1, π(i+ j+ 1, j+ 1, a, b))

9 : π(i+ j+ 2, j+ 2, a, λx : T (i+ j+ 2, a). ↑(j + 1, (b x)))
→
p3

π(i+ j+ 2, j+ 1, a, b)

10 : π(i, i+ j+ 1, a, λx : T (i+ j+ 1, a). ↑(i+ j, (b x)))
→
p4

↑(i+ j, π(i, i+ j, a, b))

11 : π(i+ 1, 1, a, λx : T (1, a). ↑(0, (b x)))
→
p5

⇑(i+ 1, π(i+ 1, 0, a, b))

12 : π(0, 1, a, λx : T (1, a). ↑(0, (b x)))
→
p6

↑(0, π(0, 0, a, b))

13 : π(i+ 1, 0, ↑(i, a), b) →
p7

π(i, 0, a, b)

The rules for π are delicate and chosen so as to ensure that types
have a unique encoding, a property that is crucial for showing the
preservation of typing [2, 3]. Their design obtained by comparing
(via +) the first two arguments of π ensures that they have few
critical pairs (eliminating them all would require a richer language
involving a comparison operator and conditional rewrite rules –
whose confluence checking is surely less understood. On the other
hand, the complex type of b which depends on both first arguments
of π impacts their formulation as explained now.

In rules 7, 8 and 13, the first argument of π decreases by 1 in
the recursive call while the second argument is unchanged. Typing
these rules requires then using conversions with rule 15. For an
exemple, consider rule 7. The type of π tells us that in the lefthand
side, b : Πx : T (i+ 1, ↑(i, a)).U(i+ j+ 1). In the righthand
side, we get b : Πx : T (i, a).U(i+ j+ 1). These two types are
different, but convertible thanks to rule 15.

In rules 9, 10, 11 and 12, the second argument of π decreases
by 1 in the recursive call while the first remains unchanged. Typing
these rules requires having an explicit abstraction in the lefthand
side, so that b can have the appropriate type in the righthand side.

We are left with the rules for T, which are standard decoding
rules whose lefthand and righthand sides have type ∗:

14 : T(i+ 1,u(i)) →
t1

U(i)

15 : T(i+ 1, ↑(i, a)) →
t2

T(i, a)

16 : T(i,⇑(i, a)) →
t3

T(0, a)

17 : T(0, π(i, 0, a, b)) →
t4

Πx : T (i, a).T (0, (b x))

18 : T(i+ j, π(i, i+ j, a, b)) →
t5

Πx : T (i, a).T (i+ j, (b x))
19 : T(i+ j+ 1, π(i+ j+ 1, j+ 1, a, b))→

t6

Πx : T (i+ j+ 1, a).T (j+ 1, (b x))

These rewrite rules have been obtained with the crucial help of
MAUDE. They differ slightly from those presented in [3], where
an infinite number of symbols is used.

The symbols Sort, 0, 1,+,max, rule,U,T,u, π and the rules
1−4, 14, 17−19 define an embedding of the system CCU∞ (the
calculs of constructions with universes but without cumulativity).
Since terms without universe variables in the embedding presented
here are clearly in exact correspondence with those in the embed-
ding presented there, Theorem 5.2.11 and 6.2.27 of [3] prove that
this embedding is faithfull, that is, there are functions [M ]A and
JAK that faithfully and conservatively translate the terms of CCU∞⊆
into the terms of λΠMod with this signature.

The symbols ↑,⇑ and the rules 5−13, 15−16 add the cumulativ-
ity to the previous system. Therefore, according to Theorem 9.2.16

of [3], the obtained full system is an embedding of CCU∞⊆ which
faithfullness is still a very likely conjecture tackled in a forthcom-
ing paper.

A Church-Rosser encoding. This set of rules (and equations for
+) has been obtained with the crucial help of the MAUDE system
by hiding the higher-order aspects of some of the rules, as described
in Appendix where the MAUDE input file is given. Finding the
appropriate arithmetic (the first 6 rules) for universes was the most
delicate part. The other rules were either given or resulted from the
use of MAUDE’s confluence checker.

We now show that these rules satisfy our assumptions.
First, we split the signature and rules according to our cate-

gories. The rules for Π and T contain functional symbols, they
are higher-order. Since the other rules contain no functional sym-
bols, nor Π,T, they can be taken as being first-order. Our choice
is then to take Σcd = {0, 1,+,max, rule}, Σfo = {↑,⇑}, and
Σho = {T, π, u,U}.

Assumptions 3 and 4 are then satisfied as well. For Assump-
tion 2, we must show termination in AC equivalence classes and
check that the ACZ-critical pairs are joinable by rewriting. Termi-
nation can be achieved easily by Rubio’s fully syntactic AC path
ordering [25]. This order works much like Dershowitz’s recursive
path ordering, but has a specific status for AC operators that per-
forms additional monotonicity checks. All symbols can have a mul-
tiset status, but rule whose status must be lexicographic while the
precedence can be rule > max > + > 1 > 0. Routine calcu-
lations show termination. Checking the CPs of Rfo is routine too,
there is only a trivial one between the two max rules.

We are left with the assumptions about the higher-order rules.
Apart from a, b, all variables in the higher-order rules are of type

Sort, hence are confined. While b occurs linearly in their lefthand
sides, a occurs non-linearly in lefthand sides of rules 9-12, hence
violating Assumption 5. Since types need only be convertible in
λΠMod, we replace these rules by rules 9’ to 12’ obtained by
moving the type expression in a condition, for example:

9′ : π(i+ j+ 2, j+ 2, a, λx : Y. ↑(j + 1, (b x)))→
p3

π(i+ j+ 2, j+ 1, a, b) if Y == T (i+ j+ 2, a)

where == is interpreted as convertibility. Since any rewrite oper-
ating on T (i+ j+ 2, a) preserves convertibility, confluence of the
conditionnal typed rules reduces to the confluence of the untyped
rules 9” to 12”, where these conditions are dropped, as shown with:

9′′ : π(i+ j+ 2, j+ 2, a, λx : Y. ↑(j + 1, (b x)))→
p3

π(i+ j+ 2, j+ 1, a, b)

What this informal argument shows is that replacing the types
of the bound variables in the rules is faithful with respect to con-
fluence, that is, the confluence of the transformed rules implies the
confluence of the typed rules.
We are left with our last assumption that the higher-order critical
pairs, as well as the mixed higher-order/first-order pairs, of these
modified rules have (strongly) decreasing diagrams. All these crit-
ical pairs have been computed with MAUDE, while their decreas-
ing diagrams have been computed by hand. These computations
are summerized in Figures 6 and 7. The first column lists the criti-
cal pairs as given by MAUDE (see Appendix), the second column
lists the real overlaps, the third the joinability diagram for the cor-
responding critical pair, and the last the constraints generated on
the rules’ indices in order to obtain a decreasing diagram.

Note that the higher-order rewrites with rules 17, 18 and 19,
for which (b x) occur in the righthand side, cause a beta0-
normalization step in case the variable b is instantiated by an ab-



Equation Critical top overlap

p1 = p3 π(i+ 2, i+ 2, ↑(i+ 1, a), λx : Y. ↑(i+ 1, (b x)))
p2 = p3 π(i+ j+ 3, i+ 2, ↑(i+ j+ 1, a),

λx : Y. ↑(i+ 1, (b x)))
p4 = p1 π(i+ 1, i+ j+ 2, ↑(i, a),

λx : Y. ↑(i+ j+ 1, (b x)))
p5 = p1 π(1, 1, ↑(0, a), λx : Y. ↑(0, b))
p5 = p2 π(i+ j+ 1, 1, ↑(i+ 1, a), λx : Y. ↑(0, b))
t4 = t5 T(0, π(0, 0, a, b))
t5 = t6 T(j+ 1, π(j+ 1, j+ 1, a, b))

Equation Critical subterm overlap
T(0, l1) = t3 T(0,⇑(0, a))
T(i+ 1, l2) = t3 T(i+ 1,⇑(i+ 1, a))
T(0, p7) = t4 T(0, π(i+ 1, 0, ↑(i, a), b)

T(i+ j+ 1, p1) = t5
T(i+ j+ 1,
π(i+ 1, i+ j+ 1, ↑(i, a), b))

T(i+ 2, p3) = t5
T(i+ 2, π(i+ 2,
i+ 2, a, λx : Y. ↑(i+ 1, (b x))))

T(i+ j+ 1, p4) = t5
T(i+ j+ 1, π(i,
i+ j+ 1, a, λx : Y. ↑(i+ j, (b x))))

T(1, p5) = t5 T(1, π(1, 1, a, λx : Y. ↑(0, b)))
T(i+ 1, p1) = t6 T(i+ 1, π(i+ 1, i+ 1, ↑(i, a), b))

T(i+ j+ 2, p2) = t6
T(i+ j+ 2, π(i+ j+ 2,
j+ 1, ↑(i+ j+ 1, a), b))

T(i+ j+ 2, p3) = t6
T(i+ j+ 2, π(i+ j+ 2,
j+ 2, a, λx : Y. ↑(j+ 1, (b x))))

T(i+ 1, p5) = t6
T(i+ 1,
π(i+ 1, 1, a, λx : Y. ↑(0, (b x))))

Figure 6. Critical overlaps

straction. This happens when the corresponding lefthand sides are
overlapped with rule 9 or 10, whose lefthand side’s fourth argument
is indeed the abstraction λx : Y.(b x).

We also like to point out that the SDDs obtained for many
of these critical paires are not developments, in addition to be
originating from both sides of the CP. This is in particular the case
of the SDD obtained for the critical pair T (1, p5) = t5.

It should finally be noted that MAUDE is the only available,
maintained system which implements (normal) rewriting modulo
associativity, commutativity and idempotency. We tried MAUDE
with identity used as a rule, but were not able to obtain a confluent
system that way. This sophistication has a pratical impact: the need
to implement more general rewriting mechanisms in Dedukti in
order to type-check Coq-proofs using universe polymorphism.

Theorem 6.1. The dependent type theory λΠMod equipped with
the encoding of the cumulative hierarchy of predicative universes
is Church-Rosser.

7. Conclusion
We have described a complex, powerful confluence result for de-
pendent type theories, which, like the one underlying Dedukti, ad-
mits user-defined rewrite rules. Our target accumulates difficul-
ties: rewriting modulo an algebraic theory, higher-order rewriting
based on higher-order pattern matching, combinations of these,
non-linear variables in both the lefthand and righthand side of rules,
and critical pairs modulo various theories. Many of these features
alone are new in the context of β-rewriting untyped terms. The
latter two, in particular, are known to raise important difficulties
regarding confluence tests.

Equation Joinability
p1 = p3 −→

p4
= ←−

p2

p2 = p3 −→
p3

= ←−
p2

p4 = p1 −→
p1

= ←−
p4

p5 = p1 −→
l2
−→
l1
−→
p7

= ←−
p6

p5 = p2 −→
l2
−→
p7

= ←−
p5

t4 = t5 =
t5 = t6 =
T (0, l1) = t3 =
T (i+ 1, l2) = t3 −→

t2
−→
t3

=

T (0, p7) = t4 −→
t4

= ←−
t2

T (i+ j+ 1, p1) = t5 −→
t5

= ←−
t2

T (i+ 2, p3) = p5 −→
t5

=

T (i+ j+ 1, p4) = t5 −→
t2
−→
t5

= ←−
t2

T (1, p5) = t5 −→
l2
−→
l1
−→
t2
−→
t4

= ←−
t2

T(i+ 1, p1) = t6 −→
t5

= ←−
t2

T(i+ j+ 2, p2) = t6 −→
t2
−→
t6

= ←−
t2

T(i+ j+ 2, p3) = t6 −→
t6

= ←−
t2

T(i+ 1, p5) = t6 −→
t3
−→
t4

= ←−
t2

A partial order making all these local peaks decreasing is the
following: p1 > pi 6=1 > lj > tk.

Figure 7. Decreasing diagrams for critical pairs

All these advances were however needed by our example of
encoding a cumulative hierachy of universes in a dependent type
theory. The solutions were actually dictated by a careful analysis
of the example itself, especially the notion of confinement which
would hardly have popped up otherwise.

Along this work, we kept adding assumptions that we believe
are non-essential, in order to facilitate technicalities, in particular
the proof of the confluence theorem. The assumptions that we know
or believe are non-essential are the following:

1. There is a single non-terminal in the grammar describing the set
of untyped terms. Having several would not make any change.
Further, we could have (M C) and λy : C.N both together
as (non-confined) expressions in the grammar. It turns out that
this might be needed to add explicit universe polymorphism in
Dedukti itself.

2. First-order equations and simplifiers are built from the confined
sub-signature and there are no higher-order equations. There
could be additional non-confined equations in the first-order
signature, this extension should be slightly more complex to
carry out since equatons would now operate on non-confined
sub-expressions. Similarly, adding equations for higher-order
expressions, like associativity and commutativity of some
higher-order symbol, would impact both the proofs, for the
same reason as before, and the algorithmics: higher-order AC-
unification would then be needed [10], which is not as bad as it
looks like since we have restricted ourselves to linear patterns
in lefthand sides of higher-order rules.

3. Non-confined variables appear linearly on both sides of first-
order rules. We conjecture that non-confined vaiables may ap-
pear non-linearly in righthand sides, but do not know how to
adapt the current proof to this weaker assumption.



4. Righthand sides of higher-order rules cannot be variables nor
abstractions. Lifting this restriction would require important
technical changes. A weaker definition of higher-order rewrit-
ing a term uwith rule instance Lγ → Rγ in which the β0-steps
from Lγ to u are exactly those needed to eliminate the head ap-
plications of the pre-redexes (Xγ x) should help.

5. More generally, many assumptions aim at preserving rewrites
under substitution instance, that is, eliminating the need of nor-
malizations (with β0

α or ScdEcd ) each time a rewrite step is in-
stantiated (preserving substitutions, strongly decreasing reduc-
tions, etc). We believe it is possible to carry around these nor-
malizations in proofs by using the property that the rewrite sys-
tem (S,E) is Church-Rosser and terminating. This would then
force us to use the general version of decreasng diagrams for
which rewrites can go both ways.

6. We have not considered the η-rule in this work. Adding it
should not raise many difficulties since algebraic symbols have
a fixed arity in λΠMod.

We believe that future encodings will force us to remove or
weaken these assumptions in turn.

On the other hand, we doubt that any of the other assumptions
can be removed. The termination assumption for Rfo, although
natural and required for type checking, came in late. It relates
to the existence of non-linear (hence confined) variables in both
the lefthand and righthand sides of higher-order rules, making it
impossible to find decreasing diagrams for some peaks without it.

Finally, one may question our encoding of Coq’s universes in
the first place. In Coq’s implementation, universes are floating.
We could mimick floating universes by using rewriting under con-
straints. Unfortunately, confluence under constraints is hard, al-
though restricting the constraints to confined types would surely
help. Similarly, we did not use conditional rules, whose confluence
is even more delicate, although this would have simplified our def-
inition of π. Results exist in the first-order case [20], but are very
limited in the higher-order one [8].
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Appendix: Using MAUDE
Checking the local confluence of a rewrite system modulo associa-
tivity, commutativity, and identity is a long and delicate task that
is prone to errors when done manually. We verified the local con-
fluence of our rewrite system with the help of the MAUDE For-
mal Environment. Since MAUDE only supports first-order rewrite
systems, we slightly adapted our rewrite system to hide the higher-
order nature of some symbols. This transformation does not impact
the computation of critical pairs in the sense that the higher-order
critical pairs can then be easily computed from the first order ones
computed by MAUDE (there are many more). Here is the resulting
MAUDE specification:

fmod LPM is
sort Nat .
sort Term .
sort Type .

op 0 : -> Nat [ctor] .
op 1 : -> Nat [ctor] .
op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [comm assoc id: 0 ctor] .
op max : Nat Nat -> Nat .
op rule : Nat Nat -> Nat .

op u : Nat -> Term .
op lift : Nat Term -> Term .
op liftn : Nat Term -> Term .
op pi : Nat Nat Term Term -> Term .

op U : Nat -> Type .
op T : Nat Term -> Type .
op Pi : Type Type -> Type .

vars i j k l m x : Nat .
vars a b : Term .

eq max(i, i + j) = i + j .
eq max(i + j, j) = i + j .
eq rule(i, 0) = 0 .
eq rule(i, j + 1) = max(i, j + 1) .

eq liftn(0, a) = a .
eq liftn(k + 1, a) = lift(k, liftn(k, a)) .

eq pi(i + 1, i + j + 1, lift(i, a), b) =
pi(i, i + j + 1, a, b) .

eq pi(i + j + 1 + 1, j + 1, lift(i + j + 1, a), b) =
lift(i + j + 1, pi(i + j + 1, j + 1, a, b)) .

eq pi(i + j + 1 + 1, j + 1 + 1, a, lift(j + 1, b)) =
pi(i + j + 1 + 1, j + 1, a, b) .

eq pi(i, i + j + 1, a, lift(i + j, b)) =
= lift(i + j, pi(i, i + j, a, b)) .
eq pi(i + 1, 1, a, lift(0, b)) =

liftn(i + 1, pi(i + 1, 0, a, b)) .
eq pi(0, 1, a, lift(0, b)) = lift(0, pi(0, 0, a, b)) .
eq pi(i + 1, 0, lift(i, a), b) = pi(i, 0, a, b) .

eq T(i + 1, u(i)) = U(i) .
eq T(i + 1, lift(i, a)) = T(i, a) .
eq T(i, liftn(i, a)) = T(0, a) .
eq T(0, pi(i, 0, a, b)) = Pi(T(i, a), T(0, b)) .
eq T(i + j, pi(i, i + j, a, b)) =

= Pi(T(i, a), T(i + j, b)) .
eq T(i + j + 1, pi(i + j + 1, j + 1, a, b)) =

Pi(T(i + j + 1, a), T(j + 1, b)) .
endfm

This system can then be checked using the Checker tool of
MAUDE: (select tool CRC .) and (ccr LPM .).

The versions of the tools we used in our stack are: MAUDE 2.6
(Oct 13 2011) ; Full MAUDE 2.6.1e (July 13th 2012) ; MAUDE
Formal Environment 1.0 ; Church-Rosser Checker 3m (July 7th
2012).


